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Bomb Production May
Reduce Its Deployment
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By GUY DARST
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Reagan administration, accused by
the Soviet Union of taking "a step
toward nuclear death," says producing the neutron warhead and storing it

Officials
Probe House
Remains
Kentucky State Police arson investigators have made no statements
following their examination of the rergeins of a house on Edinborough
'
Drive that was totally destroyed by
HONORS FOR THE SHIELD - Editors and advisers of the Shield, the yearbook at Murray State Univasety,
f
ire Saturday morning.
discuss the first place rating and two All-Columbian Awardswon by the 1981 edition in the national collegiate
An official statement by incompetition of the Columbia Scholastic Press Association at Columbia University. Shownifrons
aret- - --vestigators probably will be made
Charlotte Houchins, Smiths Grove senior, who is the editor for 1982 and was assistant editor in 1981J-tank
sometime in the near future, a
Fazi, director of printing services on the campus,and Dr. Robert McGaughey, chairman of the Depannient of
Calloway Couray Fire-Rescue Squad
Journalism and Radio-Television, co-advisers; and Tim Bland,Paducah junior, the assistant editor for 1982 and
spokesman said.
sports editor in 1981.
•
The house, owned by Leslie Shirley,
was unoccupied and construction was
• not complete at the time of the fire,
the spokesman said.
The squad, which was assisted by
the Murray Fire Department, received the call at 7:24 am.-At the time of the Call, the house
"was totally engulfed all the way
The Shield, the Murray State All-Columbian Awards for special the sports editor in 1981, is the assis-' around," the spokesman
said.
University yearbook, has for the third merit. Those categories were theme tent editor fot 1982.
Cause and origin of the fire still is
successive year earned a first place and structure, with 99 of a possible 100
Dr. Robert McGaughey, chairman not known,the spokesman said.
rating in the national collegiate com- points, and cover and community of the Department of Journalism and
petition of the Columbia Scholastic focus,71 of a possible 75 points.
Radio-Television, and Frank Fazi,
Press Association (CSPA) at Columdirector of printing services, are coA summary of the 1981 edition writbia University.
advisers to the Shield, which is
ten by a member of the board of
A point total of 919 of a possible 1,000 judges contained the observation that printed by Josten's American Yearbook Co. of Clarksville, Tenn.
for 1981 is the highest of the three it is "a good,solid yearbook."
Miss Houchins expressed pride in
years that the Shield has been entered
Lou Ann Blackburn Gibbs of Colum- the awards for the 1981 yearbook and
in the judging by CSPA, one of two
By Marie Forrester
major rating services for yearbooks. bia, Tenn., a May graduate, was the added that "they certainly give us
"Oh me, what have we gotten
The Shield was awarded
.....% 878 points in editor-in-chief of the 1981 yearbook. some high standards to try to excel ourselves into?" moaned one
Her assistant editor, Charlotte with the 1982 Shield."
1979 and 884 in 1980.
member.
Houchins, Smiths Grove senior, is the
The CSPA also sponsors national
"We all need to work harder,"
In addition to the overall standing, editor-in-chief for the 1982 edition, and competitions for collegiate
pressed Dianna Williams who is adthe yearbook was also selected for two Tim Bland,a Paducah junior who was newspapers and magazines.
ding up the advertising funds already
collected.
"I still have a few people to contact," said Lucy Williams.
"I need some more volunteers to
work concessions," commented Sandy Lucas.
"We'll help anywhere we can," said
Hazel Cowen and Anna Lou Tarry.
People living in the- Paducah and urgent.
claims forms.
"Who is going to sell the balloons?"
Mayfield area can save time, money,
Teleservice can be used to:
*Get a benefit estimate.
asked Janay McKee.
and gasoline by using "teleservice"
'Apply for Social Security
'Request a statement of earnings.
"Are we going to have enough
when they have business with Social payments. The application process
*Find out if a health care facility money to buy trophies?" questioned
Security, Bettye Williams, Social can be started by telephone and com- takes part in medicare.
Barb Witte.
Security district manager in pleted by mail.
*Get help in requesting a review of
"How many people can we expect to
Paducah,said recently.
'Apply for Medicare.
the decision made on a claim.
come," wondered Kathie Fleming.
Teleservice is a special telephone
'Change your name or address in
*Get the answer to any question "We must advertise and get the word
service which can be used whenever a Social Security records.
about Social Security or to request a out," advised Peggy Phelan.
person has any questions or problems
'Report a change in marital status.
free copy of one of the many publicaThese comments were overheard at
concerning Social Security. In
'Report a change in work or earn- tions about Social Security.
a recent planning session of Epsilon
Paducah, the teleservice number is ings or other events that could affect
The Paducah Social Security Office Sigma Alpha for its Aug. 14 farm trac443-7506 and in Mayfield, 247-8095.
checks.
is located at 546 Lone Oak Road. The tor pull, to be held at the Jaycee
The best time to use teleservice to
'Report a lost or stolen check or Mayfield Social Security Office is Fairgrounds for St. Jude Children's
avoid busy signals is after the middle delayed payment.
located on U.S. Highway 45, North.
Research Hospital. How did an
of the month. Of course, Mrs.
'Replace a lost or missing Social
Williams said, a person can calr-Wiirity or Medicare card.
anytime if his or her business is
*Get help in completing Medicare

•
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University Yearbook Awarded
Third Straight First Place Mark

at home will reduce the need of ever
deploying it.
Major European allies generally
refrained from comment on the
weekend announcement of President
Reagan's decision to go ahead with
production, calling it America's
business. But small NATO countries
and at least one neutral condemned
the move.
In Bonn, a statement from
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's governing Social Democratic Party, in its
first reaction to the decision, today
took a stand against deployment of
the warhead on West German soil.
The statement is not viewed as official
government policy because Schmidt's

party holds power in coalition with the
smaller, more conservative Free
Democrats.
In Moscow, the Soviet news agency
Tass said,"All signs indicate that this
is in line with (Reagan's) new
stragegy designed to justify the admissibility of a limited nuclear war
and condition people to this horrible
thought."
Calling neutron warheads "barbaric" and "a step toward nuclear
death," Tass said the decision to build
them recalled "the same cannibalistic in
that led to the
U.S. nuclear bombing of Itroshima
See BOMB,
Page 12, Column 5

Parks Board Defers
Action On Proposal
The Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board deferred action until
September on a proposal to assess a
$90 ballfield maintenance fee per invitational adult tournament.
In addition to the fee assessment,
members of the Murray Softball
Association are to conduct an invitational softball tournament with the
proceeds, estimated to be approximately $1,500, going to the parks
department.

The proposal, which was presented
at Sunday's meeting of the board, was
agreed upon by association representatives and the parks board's finance
and program committees.
In a June meeting, the board cited
inflationary maintenance costs and
the park's financial plight as the
reasons for the assessment of a $30
per team fee per invitational tournaSee PA RKSBOARD,
Page 12, Column 5

Set For Aug. 14 At Jaycee Fairgrounds

Tractor Pull To Help St. Jude's

Social Security's Phone Service
Can Save Time, Money, Gas
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Music, Dancing To End
Arts; Crafts Festival
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The Kentucky Arts & Crafts
Festival on Labor Day weekend will
be capped off this year with music and
dancing in the amphitheatre.
David Erwin, one of Nashville's
leading guitarists, will head a group
of Nashville musicians and local performers in an audience-participation
show on Sunday,Sept.6.
The audience will be encouraged to
join in or watch. There will be music
for square dancing, round dancing,
clogging, waltzing, disco, broom

dance, free lance and "do your own
thing."
Tickets will be available in advance
for the 8 p.m. event. Prices are $4 for
adults and $2 for children 6-12. At the
door, prices will be $5 for adults and
$2.50 for children. Since it will be "Urban Cowboy" night, 50-cent discounts
will be given to those wearing cowboy
hats.
The program is co-sponsored by
Kentucky's Western Waterland and
the Kentucky Lake Music Barn..
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Four Arrested By City Police
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Charlotte E. Taylor, Fulton, Tenn.,
and Carolyn Taylor, Fulton, Ky., were
charged with shoplifting at Kroger by
Murray police,a police official said.
Other charges on the two are pending,the official added.
Both were,lodged in the Calloway
County Jail where Carolyn Taylor
was released on bond today, a jail
spokesman said.
Police also arrested Gary Wayne
Mathis, 26, Murray, on charges of
4possession of marijuana and driving
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under the influence of drugs, the official said.
Mathis was arrested at 11:20 p.m.
Saturday on South 4th Street, the official said.
Daniel R. Penny, 19, Dexter, was
arrested Sunday on Suuto quiStfiet
on charges of possession of Scjiedule
II non-narcotics and driving under the
influence, the official said.
Beth were reported released tram
jail today by the jail spokesman.

Murray Civitans Receive
Recognition At Convention

Two members of the Murray Hopkinsville,Princeton and Murray.
Civitan Club received special reCogniEmerson,R. B. Barton and Frances
Lion at the annual convention of the Whitnell will serve as trainers for
Kentucky District of Civitan Interna- 1981-82 club officers. Williams serves
tional held Aug. 7-8 at the Executive as training coordinator for the KenInn in Owensboro.
/
tucky District. Other Murray Civitans
The Murray Civitan newsletter was attending the event were Nick Horton
awarded the Best Newsletter Award and Hilda Whitnell and two guests,
LaursNewport, Teresa Boyd and Linfor 1980-81. Wayne Williams is the Rowena Emerson and Brooks Barton.
da Christopher,all of Henry County.
Randy Heidlebaugh, director of the
Teachers for the summer school newsletter editor. John Emerson was
program were Carol Barrosi, math; re-elected to serve a second year as Calloway County High Band, will PreWanda Gough and Patty Puckett, lieutenant governor in Area VI, which sent the program at the Aug. 20
both English; Wanda Johnson, U.S. includes Civitan Clubs in Cadiz, Civitan meeting.
history; and Donna Herndon, life
science.
The program was directed by Jerry
Ainley, principal of CCHS.
_
Feedback from students in the program indicated that courses were
Paul and Linda Henderson, Hazel, ing west Kentucky, west Tennessee,
beneficial and that students enjoyed were named the "Outstanding Young southeast Missouri and south Illinois.
their participation,summer school of- Dairymen" couple at the-v annual
The Hendersons were chosen on the
ficials said.
meeting of the Young Dairymen Club basis of establishment in dairying and
of Dairymen, Inc., Paducah division, progress made over all dairy farm
the dairy farmer cooperative cover- operations, community involvement
and leadership and the knowledge and
understanding of their cooperative
and milk marketing.
They currently milk 50 holstein
Partly cloudy tonight and Tuescows
on their Calloway County farm.
day with a slight chance of
Henderson
is a strong believer in
thunderstorms. Lows tonight in
Congressman
Carroll
First
District
cooperative
marketing
and supports
the upper 60s and highs tuesday
Hubbard
International
will
the
attend
activities.
his
cooperative
its
through
in the mid 80s.
Banana Festival in Fulton on Friday
As the winning couple, Paul and
Southwest winds 10 mph or less
and Saturday, according to a press Linda will represent their club at the
today becoming light and more
release issued by his office.
annual meeting of the cooperative
westerly 5 to 10 mph Tuesday.
The release states Hubbard and his held in Louisville in November and
Probability of precipitation is
wife, Joyce. are expected to par- will compete with 10 other young
20 percent tonight and Tuesday.
ticipate in Governors' Day and Latin couples from the- southeast United
Lake 11,-seals
.AmeriCa Friendship Day activities on States for top honors.
Lake Barkley
357.51
Friday and ride in the grand parade
Runners-up in the contest were
Kentucky Lake
357.57
'on Saturday.
Bryan and Leisa Flood, Farmington,
The festival starts Wednesday and and Donnie and Veronica Wilson,
emh
Skniday evening.
Fancy Farm. ----411EMils.

Calloway County High School Summer School ended Aug. 3 with 55
students successfully completing the
- Program.
High schools represented included
Calloway -County, Murray, Henry
County, Lewes, Farmington and Marshall County.
The highest scholastic average was
compiled by Joel Herndon, who maintained a perfect grade standing for
two half-credit history courses.
Students maintaining an honor roll
average included Mark Willie,
Calloway County; and Mitchell Sykes.

inside today
today's index
One Section-12Pages
8
Aces
10, 11
Classifieds
10
Comics
10
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10
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5
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Horoscope
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6,7
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Paul, Linda Henderson Named
Outstanding Dairy Couple

Hubbard To Attend
International
Banana Festival
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organizers," added Jean Fleming.
"We've raised nearly $15,000 for St.
Jude in the past three years with our
efforts and lots of help and support
from the community."
Do people really turn out in big
numbers for a tractor pull? "We hope
so," said tpianna. "We're working
awfully hard to let as many people as
possible know about this. One day I'm
scared to death no one will show up,
and the next day a farmer calls from
the tii-county area and says he and
his friends are coming. Or some
friends here will participate so that
eases my mind some. We won't really
know how successful we'll be until
Aug. 14 at 7 p.m. at the fairgrounds."
If you've never seen a tractor pull,
or even if you have, perhaps you ought
to run out to the fairgrounds and see
how the women of ESA "pull" this
event off.

55 Students Participate In
Local Summer School Program

•
.

,

organization of woinen get involved in
planning a tractor pull? President
Rita Cummings said,"We have sponsored very successful door to door
drives for the past three years for St.
Jude. This year we decided to try
something new."
"But why a tractor pull? Is the ESA
a follower of this farm event? "No,"
Cummings said. "Actually not many
of us have even seen a tractor pull.
One of our members, Dianna
Williams,suggested the idea to us and
I think we all sort of liked the sound of
trying something a little unusual.
Sinct Dianna knows most about it, we
made her our chairman. We may not
have been familiar with tractor pulls
in the beginning, but I think a lot of
our members are feeling more comfortable and knowledgeable about the
pull now that Aug. 14 is approaching."
"We're really very good
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Community Events Listed Mrs. Garland Is
onored, Events

?Amodio, Aug.le
Meadtay, Aug. la Baptist Women of ColReservations for the ladies
dwater Baptist Church will day luncheon on
Wednesday
meet all p.m. at the home of at the Murray
Country Club
Magadaline Manning.
should be made with Cecelia
Brock, hostesses' chairman,
Mary Rowlett Group of the by today.
Blood River Baptist Church
Women is scheduled to meet
Bazaar workshop will be
at 7 p.m.
held at 7 p.m. in the Education Building of First ChrisRecovery, Inc., will meet tian Church.
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and
Tuesday, Aug. 11
Olive Streets. This is open to
Mason's Chapel United
all persons with emotional or Methodist Church Women
nervous problems. For infor- will have a salad supper at
mation call 753-6333.
the church at 6:30 p.m.

Weriseedely, Aug. 12
Douglas Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the senior
citizens with lunch at 12
noon.
Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12 noon in the
basement of the Baptist Student Union.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women
are scheduled to meet at 2
American Legion Post No.
Murray Lions Club will p.m.
73 and Auxiliary are schedul- meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Coled to meet at 7 p.m. at the onial House Smorgasbord.
Ladies day events at the
Legion Hall.
Oaks Country Club will be
Alcoholics Anonymous will golf with Doris Rose as
meet at II p.m. at the west hostess and bridge with
ena of the Livestock and Ex- Crystal Parks as hostess at
This llsw. 8/ 1 3
position Center.
9:30 a.m. and a luncheon at
7:20,9:30
12 noon with Beauton BranMurray TOPS (take off don and Ruth Brandon as
pounds sensibly) Club will chairmen of the hostesses.
meet at 7 pin.at the Health
Center.
Ladies day events at the
Murray
Country Club will be
Cermoi C•• '53.3314
Group D of Beginning golf with Molly Booth as
Ladies Tennis of the Murray hostess at 9 a.m., bridge with
Country Club is scheduled to Flo Hendrickson as hostess
play from 6 to 8 p.m. at the at 9:30 a.m., tennis at 9:30
club.
a.m., and a luncheon at 12
noon with Cecelia Brock as
Senior Citizens Centers hostesses'chairman.
will, be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from 10
Circles of First United
a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis from 10 Methodist Church Women
bids Seem
a.m. to 3 p.m.; Dexter at will meet as follows: Ruth
7:00,9:15
30 a.m. Transportation to Wilson in church parking lot
Mr Mimeo lome•Mm
Ellis may be provided by to go together for a meal at
slam askombra
MARRISON FORD
!ailing 753-0929 between 8:30 6:15 p.m., and Wesleyan at
DER!
t
o
3a.m.on Tuesday.
the church at6:30p.m.
Of THE

Mrs. Ronald N. Garland,
the former Lori Brandon,
has been honored at three
more special bridal occasions. Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. E. Howard
Brandon and Mr. and Mrs.
Eurie Garland of Murray.

da Estes, Mrs. Janice Martin, Mrs. Jere Hendricks,
Mrs. Camila Stokes, Mrs.Sue
Brandon, Miss Maryjane
Estes, Miss Lee Ellen Estes,
Miss Angela Hendricks, and
Miss Jane Brandon.
honoree
The
was
presented with a set of
A luncheon was held July cookware as a gift from the
27 at Dakota Feed n' Grain hostesses
with Mrs. Bill Fandrich,
Mrs. Robert Hibbard, Mrs.
An "Around the Clock"
Tommy Carroll, Mrs. Tom gift party was held July 30 at
Rushing, Mrs. Pete Hulse, the home of Mrs. Don McMrs. Chuck Shuffett, Mrs. Cord. Assisting as hostesses
Harold McReynolds, and were Mrs. McCord's
Mrs. Jimmy Sullivan as daughter, Mrs. Terri Mchostesses.
Cord Benton, and Mrs. TamYellow daisy corsages mie Parker Hoover and Mrs.
were presented to the Shawn Baker, former
honoree, her mother, and classmates of the honoree,
her mother-in-law. The who presented the honoree,
tables were centered with her mother, and her motherarrangements of multi- in-law with corsages of
colored zinnias in crystal yellow daisies.
bowls.
The honoree opened her
Other guests included many gifts which included a
Mesdames Vernon Cohoon, colorful apron and three
James Lassiter, W.L Polly, tiered cart from the
G. T. Brandon, Thomas hostesses.
Lovett, Randy Brandlin,
Refreshments of home
Max Underwood, Eddie made ice cream, cookies,
Melton,and Bill Champion. and tea were served to the
The hostesses presented guests present including the
the honoree with a gift of an honoree's aunt, also Helen
electric mixer.
King, and the following
former classmates: Mary
Cousins of the new Mrs. Smock, Becky West, Laura
Garland entertained with a Crass Rollins, Dee Ann
luncheon on July 29 at the Thornton, Tmri Thurman,
Dakota Feed n' Grain.
Donna Cathey, Emily Gore,
The hostesses were Mrs. Mitzi Cathey, and Paulette
Glenda Brandon, Mrs. Bren- Hooks.
*

Ford-Strode Engagement
l'he engagement of Miss
Rhonda Lynn Ford to Robert
Lynn Strode, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Strode of
Murray,has been announced
by her mother, Ms. Pat Ford
of Paducah.
Miss Ford is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Winford Ray of 2040 Dixie
Avenue, Paducah. She attended Lone Oak High
School.
Mr. Strode attended
Calloway County High
School and is employed by
Aurora Marina Service of
Aurora.
The wedding date will be
announced later.

COMPUTER CRIME
BRIA RCLIFF MANOR,
N.Y. (AP) — Between 1,800
and 2,700 computer crimes
will be committed this year
at a cost of from $1.2 to $1.8
billion,according to a security firm.
To arrive at the figure,
Burns International Security
Services Inc. used loss projections for 1980, based on
680,000 installed computer
systems.
It also factored in the
assumption that only 15 percent of such crimes are
detepted, said Herchell Britton, executive vice president.

Miss Rhonda Lynn Fo
to wed Robert Lynn Strode

We are pleased to anthat
Scarlet
White, bride-elect of Andy Ryon has selected her
chino and silver plates
from our complete bridal
registr/Scarlet and Andy will
be married Aug. 29th,
1981.
nounce

Cherry Branch
IhecvNest,
st
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Murray Star Chapter No.
Persons are invited to
133 Order of the Eastern Star come- to the Golden Pond
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Visitors Center in Land
odge hall.Between the Lakes to view
the Perseid Meteor Shower
Men's Prayer Breakfast of starting at 10 p.m. Blankets
i'irst United Methodist are recommended for the
:lurch will be at 7 a.m.
outside event, weather permitting.
Bazaar workshop of First
Ceramic classes for Senior
hilted - Methodist Church
Vomen will be held at 9:30 Citizens will be held from
12:30 to 2 p.m. at St. John's
1.m. at the church,
Center, Main and Broach
Murray Christian Women Streets. For information call
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in the 753-0929.
ellowship Hall of First Rapist Church.

PA

Murray,Kentucky

Kim Dodd's
Schoo1 Of Twirl

From Jean Clow-, Agent In Home
Economics For County Extension

Baton Lessons
Stating Aug. 24th
in
Murray and Benton
For Pre-Registration

CôàimSin Hetps
You Beat The Heat

Heat stroke is a possibility are asking foran overheated water.
for almost anyone, but it is body — and trouble.
If you participate in active
especially dangerous for
Many people think salt play or strenuous work, it
people over 65, infants, and tablets are necessary to may be a good iden to weigh
young adults who are expos- replace the salt lost during yourself in the morning and
ed to high temperatures for perspiration; however, nor- evening. If you weigh a
long periods of time. But you mal salting of food will pro- pound or two less in the evencan reduce your chance of vide you with the sodium you ing, it is a good indicator of
heat stroke by using com- need. If you do take a salt your loss of fluids and your
mon sense when the tablet, be sure to drink lots of need to replace them.
5,•753-3313
Parents Apo_ nymous will
temperature soars.
meet at 6:30.m. For inforStart by reducing your
nation call
087 or 753physical activities during
Open 7:30—Start8:10
917.
hours of extreme heat. So
NEW YORK (AP) —
put off gardening until late
Wednesday,Aug.12
Bones get brittle with age, evening, get
to it early in
or
Haiel Senior Citizens will according to government
the morning.
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. figures.
When temperatures are
at the Hazel Center with free
Statistics show that by age extreme,
try to spend some
blood paeksure check from 11 90 one in three women and
time during the day in an aira.m. to 1 p.m. and lunch at one in five men will have had
conditioned building. If you
t1:45 a.mit
hip fractures and almost half do not have an
air condithe women will have had tioner your home,
in
go shopspinal fractures.
ping, take in a matinee
However, research by Dr. movie, or visit a friend who
B. Lawrence Riggs of the has
an air conditioner.
Mayo Clinic has shown that
Another effective method
sodium fluoride-calcium is drinking extra liquids.
732 Fairlane
therapy strengthens bones Don't depend on your thirst
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42(}71
and may be helpful in cutting to be
an indicator that you
Announces
fracture risks to older need
to drink more. You may
REGISTRATION FOR
Americans. According to the
need to take in much more liFALL TERM
American Council of Life Inquid than your thirst insurance here, a larger study
dicates.
"Gymnastics"
"Dance Classes" •
is currently being conducted
During hot weather, water
to confirm Dr. Riggs'
is the best thirst quencher
results.
Telephone 753.4647
Tuesday, Aug. 18th
since it has zero calories and
9:30-1 1:30 & 1:30-5:30 Boys & Girls Ages 4 & Up
The Guanaco, a member nothing that the body must
of the camel family, is the filter out before using. If you
South American continent's don't like plain water,try adComplete Line of Dance and Gymnastic Wear
--dominant — and almost only. ding a dash of lemon juice.
"LEO'S"—"DANSKIN"
And if you have trouble keep— large, wild herbivore.
ing track of your intake, put
a pitcher of water for the day
in the refrigerator, and plan
to refill it at the end of every
day.
Fruit juices are good Children can still get such serious
sources of fluids and preventable childhood diseases as polio,
nutrients, but heavily measles, whooping cough, lockjaw and
sweetened beverages may mumps. Yet, many children have not been getting
make you feel sluggish the shots they need to be protected from them.
rather than refreshed.
Alcoholic beverages are not What about your children? Have they had all their
a good form of fluid replace- shots? If not, or if you're not sure, check with your
ment since they actually physician. Letting your children go unprotected is
make you feel warm instead
an unnecessary risk of their health.
of cool.
Perspiring is one of your
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta Dental of

Call 492-8936

Persons'Bones
Get Brittle As
They Get Older

Cetivuu(
Dane& &ptomain Stadia

Give'em
a shot
in the arm.

Mist.bit:Natant ea
lug methods. If you don't

All Fall& Back To School Fashions

replace the water you lose
through perspiration, you
- -CARROTS 134 SAND
STREAMWOOD, Ill ( AP)
— Carrots are among the
"hardiest and easiest to
grow" vegetables. They
even thrive when grown indoors in a plant container
filled with sand.
Ample watering and fertilizing are important and a
fiveinch deep planter is sufficient, report the makers of
Garden Scene planterware.
A crop is generally ready
to harvest three months
after planting. The carrot
plantedin sand can be pulled
out with little risk of
damage,an advantage when
harvesting.
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Kentucky, we're concerned about rising health care
costs. That's why we're working with consumers,
physicians and hospitals to find ways to hold
these costs down.
You can help by taking care of yourself. Staying
healthy is the best kind of health care—and the
least expensive.
Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield
and Delta Dental of Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station Road,
Louisville, KY 40223.
I am interested in details about Blue Cross and Blue Shield prepaid health care plans.

NAME

AGE

S1
( AP
jan,
ago

Your professbonals in health care financing

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

Blue Cross
Blue Shiskl
Deka Dental

1.
also interested Ina college age student PZP
. Farmeureau Agent
Farm Bureau Members Plesse See You:
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Reg. Mark Blue Cross Assn.

Reg. Mark Blue Shield Association

Delta Dental Plans Association
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Events Planned At Murray Country Club

Whitford-Landolt Vows
Solemnized At Church
Miss Julie Gaye Whitford,
daughter of Mrs. Max Whitford and the late Mr. Whitford, and George Hart Landolt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Landolt, were married
at 7 p.m. on Saturday, June
20, at the First United
Methodist Church.
The double ring ceremony
was conducted by the Rev.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.
The music was presented by
Mrs. Richard Farrell,
organist, and Miss Nancy
Spann,soloist.
The Bride'
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her uncle, R. L.
Whitford of Clarksville,
Tenn. She wore a traditionally styled gown of white
organza. Silk venise lace
formed the Queen Ann
neckline and trimmed the
empire bodice. A narrow
crystal pleated ruffle edged
the collar and cuffs of the
bishop sleeves. Venise lace
-motifs were scattered on the
sleeves and cuffs.
The flared skirt was graced at the hemline with a
border and flounce of lace,
creating a full chapel-length
train. To complete the
ensemble, she wore a fitted
cloche of crystal pleated
9rganza applied with matching silk lace motifs,
caught at the center back
with a cluster of lilies of the
valley and streamers of
satin ribbon _ from which
flowed a chapel veil of silk ilThe Groom
grandmothers wore a corludion. Her mother's string
Mr. Landolt chose as his sage of a phalaenopsis orof pearls was her only best man, his father.
Gene chid.
jewelry.
Landolt. Groomsmen were
Miss Becky Wilson presidShe carried a French Larry Lockhart,
Houston, ed at the guest register. Mrs.
,eascade of butterfly roses Texas, Sam Collins,
New Joe Hal Spann directed the
.land white gardenias in a York City, Mark
Hart, wedding.
medley of greens with a Gilbertsville, David
AlexReception
cathedral strand of pearls ander, Lexton, Ben
The reception was held at
aril foliage chapelet.
Spickard, Hopkinsville, and
Her sister, Mrs. Lyllis Mitch Grissom, Nashville, the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Shrewsberry of Owensboro, Tenn.
Hostesses were Mrs. Mike
was matron of honor.
The groom and his attenCathey, Miss Carol Brandon,
Bridesmaids were Miss Nan- dants wore black
tuxedoes Ms. Lochie Overbey, Mrs.
cy Sills, Dover, Tenn., Mrs. and
boutonnieres of Joe Hal Spann, Miss
Nancy
Jamie Bittle, Owensboro, gardenias.
Sills, and Miss Rebecca
Miss Debbie Landolt,
Master
Matthew Dublin.
Houston, Texas,sister of the Shrewsberry,
Owensboro,
Donnie Hendrix was
groom, Mrs.Susan Brodnan, nephew of
the bride, was the pianist for the occasion.
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mrs. ringbearer.
He was dressed
The wedding cake table
Karen Duncan, Union City, in white
formal attire.
and the table holding the
Tenn. Two bridesmaids,
Mrs. Whitford, mother of
hors d-oeuvres were covered
Mrs. Gaye Haverstock and the bride,
wore a floor length in white eyelet with centerMiss Lore Landolt, sister of aqua chiffon
sleeveless gown pieces of flowers like that
of
the groom, were ill and with a
pleated skirt and a the bridesmaids' bouquets.
unable to serve.
waist length cape of the Silver
appointments were
The attendants wore iden- same material.
Mrs. Ian- used.
tical floor length gowns of dolt, mother
of the groom,
The new Mr. and Mrs.
pink printed organza. A was attired in
a floor length
double-tiered
capelet long sleeved dress of pink Landolt spent their honeymoon in Nashville, Tenn.
enhanced the fitted bodice georgette.
They are now at home at 304
with an inset waistband. The
The bride's grandmother,
North Fourth Street, Murflared skirt was encircled at Mrs. Dewey
Sykes, Dover, ray.
the hem with a flounce that Tenn., wore a long
dress of
was lifted to the center back pink sheer fabric with
Rehearsal Dinner
long
and caught at the waist line sleeves. Mrs.
The groom's parents were
George Hart,
with a fabric rose, giving a the groom's maternal
grand- hosts for the rehearsal dinbustle back effect.
mother, chose a formal ner held at the Brass
Each of the attendants cameo pink
chiffon With a Lantern.
carried a stylized bouquet of blouson
Mr. Landolt was master of
long sleeved jacket.
rubrum lilies, ostemeria, Mrs.
Harold Landolt, Bonne ceremonies. Fifty reservaroses,and eucalyptus.
Terre, Mo., the groom's tions were made for the dinLittle Miss Misty Ford, paternal
grandmother, wore ner.
Dover, Tenn., cousin of the a floor
Bridesmaids'
length sheer green
bride, served as flower girl. sleeveless
Luncheon
gown with A-She was dressed in white for- shoulder
The bridesmaids' luncape of the same
mal attire.
cheon was held at the home
material.
Each of the mothers and of Mrs. John C. Quertermous

Ladies day events will be
held at the Murray Country
Club on Wednesday, Aug. 12.

drickson as the hostess listed 9:10 a.m. — Elizabeth
in the social calendar of the Sjusmeyer, Rowena Cullom,
Cathryn Garrott, and Anita
club.
Mary Adams.
Tennis
Luncheon
9:20 a.m. — Betty Scott,
Tennis will be played at
The ladies day luncheon
9:30 a.m.
Euldene Robinson, Jane Fitwill be served at 12 noon with
Golf
ch, and Nancy Fandrich
Cecelia Brock as chairman.
Golf will be played star., No. 7 Tee:
Reservations should be
ting at 9 a.m. with Molly
9
a.m.
—
Judy
made by today with Mrs.
Booth as hostess. Any one Muehlernan, Louise lamb,
Brock.
not listed in the lineup may Norma Frank, and Martha
Other hostesses will be
call Mrs. Booth at 753-4057 or Sue Ryan.
come and be paired at the
9:10 a.m. — Exie Hill,
tee.
Frances Parker, Rebecca
The lineup is as follows:
Dublin, and Ve Severns.
No. 1 Tee:
9:20 a.m. — Ann Donelson,
9 a.m. — Chris Graham, Margaret Franklin, Wilda
Faira Alexander, Dorthy Purdom,and Jo Benson.
Fraaces Drake
Fike,and Barbara Stacey.
Winners
FOR TUMAY,AUGUST 11, 11181
9:10 a.m. — Jerlene
Winners from golf play on
Sullivan, Mary Bogard, Aug. 5 have been announced
What kind of day will tomor- SAGITTARIUS
row be? To find out what the (Nov. 22 to Dec.21) AO
' Frances Hul,se, and Betty Jo by the hostess, Barbara
stars say, read the forecast
Stacey, as follows:
Watch out for Mow who Purdom.
given for your birth Sign.
9:20 a.m. — Betty Lowry,
would lead you on regarding
Championship — Mary
business proposals. This is not Diane Villanova, Venela Bogard.
ARLES
the time to make major deci- Sexton,and Evelyn Jones.
First flight —Sue Brown.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
sions affecting money.
9:30 a.m. — Peggy
Second flight
Anna
Mixing business with CAPRICORN
Shoemaker.,
Nancy Mary Adams.
pleasure can lead to making (Dec.22to Jan. 19) V
Third flight
some inaccurate assumptions.
Chris
A private chat proves Schempp, Molly Booth, and
Stay away from romantic flir- beneficial. Be careful of self- Nancy Orr.
Graham.
tations on the job.
deception in love. Downplay No.4 Tee:
Fourth flight — Rebecca
TAURUS
ego in dealing with self9 a.m. — Inus Orr, Dublin.
(Apr.20 to May 20) tIka
' PreoccuPied hiSher-uP8Margaret
Shuffett, Pam
Low putts — Euldene
Listen to the creative ideas AQUARIUS
Mavity,and Madelyn Lamb. Robinson.
of a close tie. Watch out for (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
misplaced affections. Be more
Career interests are
positive in outlook regarding highlighted, but a friend could
work.
let you down. Wait for further
GEMINI
evidence before jumping to
(May 21 toJune 20) 1114
9
41- conclusions.
Be realistic in romance, or PISCES
you'll feel let down. Do more (Feb. 19 toMar.20) XQ.
thinking before making an inSeek advice about career
vestment. Don't sign papers at matters. Friends may prove
present.
distracting now. Fulfill your
CANCER
"
part of the bargain in close
Sport or Knit
(June 21 to July 22)
relationships.
Others ry renege on an.
agreement. Don't let your
sympathies be trifled with.
Domestic concerns may trouYOU BORN TODAY are imble a close tie. Utilize creativi- aginative, and sometimes
ty-.
temperamental. You wort
LEO
best when motivated by an
(July 23 to Aug.22)
ideal, yet a concern for
h
Avoid lavish expenditures in material security can cause
an attempt to impress some- you to shortchange your
one. Home entertaining is ideals. You have a unique
Amos* 11-12-13
Coupon
favored. Work progress may point of view and can rise to
Sport CO/at
HOUR
be sluggish.
prominence through a steadVIRGO
fast adherence to your dream.
DRY
(Aug. 23to Sept. 22) rf
139
,
You'd make a good leader for
Financial worry affects a cause and your concern for
your mood on a date, if you let the welfare of others attracts
Ceirtill Shopping Center
On. pe
, COuPOr,
it. A relative's behavior has you to husnanitarian pursuits,
CaupOn .7,11 aCCOrncerly gnomon,
Open lam.to 6 p.m.
you bewildered. Ingenuity government service and
Phan 733-1525
Pays off.
diplomacy. Innovative and arLIBRA
tistic, you'll succeed in
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22) —
theater, television, films,
Put new moneymaking literature and music. Birideas to work. Friends and thdate of: Alex Haley,author; Laundered and pressed
5 229
family duel mix favorably Mike Douglas, TV personalito perfection
now. Stay away from gossips
folded or on hangers Shirts prices good .t11 week !
ty; and Arlene Dahl,actress.
Be mum about romance.
Brenda Maddox, Marge
Shown, Ann Taylor, Susan
Hargrove, Rebecca West,
Frances Richey, Jo Elkins,
Eleanor Diuguid, Dorothy
Overbey, Mary Hall, Lou
Ann Philpot. Susan McNelly,
Donna Carr, Pat Holt, and
Aurelia Batts.
Bridge
Bridge will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Flo Hen-

t•,;

Your Individual
Horoscope

"ri---4

al

"That's the way
you want
it."

et1

Mr. and Mrs. -George Hart Landolt
with Mesdames James M.
Lassiter, Conrad Jones, Tip
Miller, Tommye D. Taylor,
Johnny Reagan, and
Quertermous as the
hostesses.
The luncheon table,
covered with an imported
linen and lace cloth, held a
bouquet of magnolia
blossoms. The place cards
were made by Mrs. Reagan.
Three card tables, covered
with white linen embroidered cloths held
miniature bouquets.
The menu consisted of a
special recipe of each of the
hostesses. The honoree was
presented a tureen to match
her pottery. Each guest was
given a miniature red clay
pot that held a blooming
begonia.
The bride presented gifts
to her attendants.

379
, ,„

one

cLeaneRs

Shirts

SCORPIO
(Oct.23toNov.21)
This is a poor time to loan
money. Rapport with close
ties is accented, but be careful
when talking with those who
are little known to you.

5

nveltic,

We are pleased to announce
that Fran 'Rail, bride-elect of
Randy Grogan has selected her
china and crystal from our complete bridal registry.
Fran and Randy will b
married August 19, 1981.

The Showcase
753-4541

Pants, Skirts,
Shirts,
&Sweaters

Communications Seminar
11•••

for a
better understanding of each other
All age groups welcome: vyoung, child to
parent, parent to child
August 11th—lt
V ndamentals of communicationsa.1$,N‘.- :00 p.m.
August 18%.,.iderstanding why there is a lack of
communication 7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
August 25th—More effective communication skills
7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

II Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian

121 By-Pees

Ladies Of Oaks
Plan Events Az
Club Wednesday
The ladies of the Oaks
Country Club have scheduled events for Wednesday,
Aug. 12.
A luncheon is scheduled at
12 noon with Beauton and
Ruth Brandon as chairmen
of the hostesses.
Other hostesses will be
Ernestine Bucy, Fay Nell
Flora, Martha Pitman, Vicki
Jones
Marion.
Chilatenberry, Marge
Garland, Mary Lawson, and
Lola James.
Golf will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Doris Rose as the
hostess.
Bridge will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Crystal Parks
as the hostess.
-GENIUS AT WORK
STATE COLLEGE, Pa.
(AP) — Srinivasa Ramanujan, who died some 60 years
ago when he was 32, is considered to be one of the
giants of 20th-century
mathematics, said Dr.
• George E. Andrews of PArm
State University.
Ramanujan, a poor Indian, created his own math
formulas. In college, he was
so singleminded toward
math that he failed other
sulgects. He dropped out to
taki a clerk's job.

ad—

THE LOOK IS

ETERNAL
THE TOUCH IS

IRRESISTIBLE

THE SECRET IS A VELVETEEN BLAZER
There is nothing to compare with the sensuous look and feel
of o fine velveteen blazer, particularly when if is on a pretty
girl. You can find yours at Bright's. Choose from several
styles and colors priced 64.00to 92.00.

6 mat% north of Penny
Community on Hwy. 783(Airport Rd.)
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Ed Chrisman, Murray popcorn processor, has been honored by the Boy
Scouts of America for his leadership
of the successful Murray-Calloway
County Boy Scout Fund campaign lallt
spring. He was presented a statuette
of an "Ideal Boy Scout" from Choctaw District Executive G. W. Hayden
at this week's meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club.
Col. Palmer A. Peterson has been
named as professor of military
science at Murray State University.
Cleo Sykes of Murray has been
elected vice commander of the Kentucky American Legion. He is a
member of Murray Post No. 73 of the
American Legion.
Army Pvt. Larry Orr, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W.vOrr, has completed
basic training at Fort Polk, La.
Jay Lockhart of Tyler, Texas, will
be the speaker at the gospel meeting
to be held Aug. 16 to 23 at the ICirksey
Church of Christ.
Al Lindsey,203 North Eighth Street,
Murray, scored a hole-in-one last
night at the Calloway Country Club.
The event came on the 125 yard par 3
hole of the club.

Capitol Ideas
By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP)
Senators
are being clipped — in a fashion — by
the austerity mood on Capitol Hill.
They're losing their $3.50 haircuts.
The Capitol barber shop is giving
way to a "unisex" hair salon which
will charge regular prices and serve
regular customers, such as tourists
and Senate staffers.
The barber shop, hidden away in the
basement of the Capitol, was deemed
expendable
budget-cutting
by
Republicans when they took over the
Senate sergeant-at-arms office.
With salaries for two barbers and a
shoe-shine attendant, it cost $60,000 a
year to run and made back only a few
thousand dollars on the cut-rate $3.50
price. Haircuts run from about $8 to
$15 at regular shops.

ik
tt.
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Law enforcement agencies have
protested since 1976 that a change in
the tax law made it virtually impossible for the Internal Revenue Service
to share information with police about
such non-tax problems as drug trafficking.
Pressing for an amendment that
would allow such sharing under court
order, Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., said,
"Al Capone would never have been
put in jail" if the current law had been
in effect in the 1930s.
Nunn told a conference committee
writing the final version of President
Reagan's tax bill that a world of infor-

mation about drug dealing and
organized crime could be obtained
from tax authorities.
Rep. Barber Conable, R-N.Y ., was a
dou believe the Mafia puts all that information in their tax returns." he
said.
The amendment was beaten.
Rep. Ed Weber, R-Ohio, says he
recognizes that the International Air
Show in Paris presents an opportunity
to promote international good will.
"However," he remarked in a short
House speech last week, "the public
wants to know if it is necessary to
send 23 representatives and senators,
along with 70 staff mernbers and other
persons at a cost to the taxpayers of
more than $288,000 in air travel alone
to have a Paris vacation trip."

10,11.4••••■•••

In case Republican news
secretaries on Capitol Hill didn't know
what to say about the demise of the
Washingon Star, Sen. James A. McClure, R-Idaho, chairman of the
Republican Conference, sent them a
Library of Congress study.
"I trust this study will provide you
with some helpful food for thought as
you prepare your comments on the
unfortunate and untimely demise of
the Washington Star, one of our nation's finest newspapers," McClure
said in a covering letter.
The study is entitled "Implications
for Diversity of Expression of the
Scheduled Termination of the
Washington Star."

IlEARTliN

Heartline is a service fo
senior citizens. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems.
If you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns, write
to Heartline, 114 East Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are in
our 80's. We have a small sum of
--Money In savings andhave deti&ed to
pre-pay our funerals so that our
The Italians, in fact, raised the idea children will not have this extra
last fall of buying from small burden at the time of our deaths. We
operators to keep them economically have already discussed the legalities
viable, thus preserving competition in in the matter with our banker.
the industry.
However, we would like to know how
However, the Italians didn't want to we can cut the costs of the funeral,
deal with the small operators in- and what alternatives we may have
dividually.
other than the standard funeral. In
"They wanted for the government other words, because we are doing
to guarantee their (the operators') this while we are alive and able to
performance," Nicholson said.
make decisions, we want to view it as
Brown was interested because "this though we are "buying" something,
will enhance economic development as a consumer,instead of being put in
in eastern Kentucky," Nicholson said. a position where we feel that we must
So Nicholson proposed formation of buy the "best" for one another,
a cooperative to Burlyn Coleman, whether we can afford it or not. Do
president of Coal Operators and you have any suggestions? D.B.
Associates Inc., a Pikeville-based
ANSWER: You have already actrade group. Coleman, Nicholson and complished our first suggestion, that
state Energy Secretary William of viewing a funeral as a consumer.
Sturgill are directors of the Looking at a funeral from this point of
cooperative.
view allows you more freedom in your
Membership in the cooperative will choices than if you were to view that
not be limited to the present 18 expensive coffin as a necessary exoperators, but "we were just looking pense. A less expensive funeral can be
for the nucleus of a co-op to get as beautiful and expensive looking as
started," Nicholson said.
•
Besides, he said, "How do you
spread a 40,000-ton order among a
When he arose, he took the young
large number of people without being
child and his noodter by night, and
inefficient?"
Nicholson declined to characterize departed into Egypt Matthew 2:14.
the transaction with Italy as a
The Holy Family traveled and
marketing experiment.
clung to each other in times of
"I had no doubt the system will trouble. Holy families still love, comfort and help each other.
work," he said.

Coal Shipment
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
.Although there's no signed contract
for it, 40,000 tons of coal will be shipped to Italy soon from a cooperative of
•
• small, eastern Kentucky operators,
; according to a state energy official.
• The order will be split among the 18
t operator-members of the Big Sandy
Coal Producers' Association, said Art
it Nicholson, commissioner of energy
,
•
r production and utilization in the state
• Department of Energy.
Less than 300,000 tons of coal per
7 year are produced by each member of
;the Big Sandy cooperative and each
;operation is located on a Chessie
System rail line.
"To help the small operator stay in
• business and stay profitable,"
• Nicholson said, the state is acting as
broker in the deal. "We've been work:ing on a way for them to reach a little
more stable market."
; Nicholson also is director of the
t Kentucky Export Resource Authority,
a brainchild of the Brown administration, which has courted the Rome
government as a new market for Kentucky coal.
The Italians previously announced
they were committed to using more
; coal for industrial. fuel because of
;crude-oil price hikes and fears of instability in the Middle East.

FLetters
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To The Editor

Three Cheers For Ronald Reagan
Dear
Three cheers for Ronald Reagan!
The president has emerged the victor over PATCO and the nation has
been given a much-needed reminder
as to the way America is suppost to
work. The air traffic controllers have
been fired - and that is exactly as it
should be. We should all recognize
what has happened here and not be
buffaloed by all the smoke screen
pumped out
This is not a question of air commerce - oit4rb:yP
t is a qAuT
es
e.
on of the basic
concepts on which our nation is
governed.
The demands of PATO:), were
outrageous - their conduct was
unlawful. The actions of the president
were right and come like a breath of
fresh air to those of us who are sick
and tired of national leaders who have
developed the habit over the last two

Superb Job
Dear Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the city Street Dept. for the
superb job done on the roadside drain
project at Loch Lomand St.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Speight
402 S. 16th Street
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
doutsltk-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
, interest.
'- • Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
f
. Address correspondence to:
, Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.421771.

decades of always taking the easy
way out when confronted with such
issues.
The easy way out of the current
mess would have been to simply yield
to the demands of PATCO - or at least
to continue in muffled negotiations
that could have gone forever. That
would have been the easy, politically
expedient, short-range solution. The
fact that our president had the
wisdom to recognize his duty, and the
courage to carry it out, should serve
notice to all Americans that this nation has returned to the rule of law,
rather the meandering, wishy-washy,

Local Sludge
Dear Editor:
Tucked into the news story on Friday August 7, of Tappans "gift" to the
city of its facilities in Murray was the
small note that the-eiti had agreed-fa-clean up Tappan's sludge pond.
A few months ago Tappan's "sludge
pond" was named on a national news
program as one of the four most
dangerous chemical dumps in the nation. About the same time a large fish
kill in Clarks River sent a news team
from Channel 6 news into the area to
do a two or three part story on "Who
Killed Clarks River." Nothing further
has been said about the death of the
river nor the future of the chemical
dump.
Does the acceptance of Tappan's
"gift" obligate the tax payers °Murray to spend millions to clean up this
dump or dO the city fathers plan to
cover it over while it seeps into the
ground water to cause future devastation?
I If we send the same negotiators to
the New York area perhaps we could
get the state to "give" us the Love
Canal.
Sincerely,
Ernestine Bucy

rationalization of the last many years.
The economic results of the firings
will be felt for months and perhaps
even years to come. We will all suffer
as the productivity of our nation has
been reduced. Simply put the takehome pay of every one of us as well as
the GNP will belower this year than it
might have been. But the fact is that
over the long run our nation will
benefit greatly. The lesson needs to be
learned - none of us are above the law
- no matter how important our contribution to society is.
The fact that our president has
demonstrated the will to make these
hard choices should serve as the
clearest signal we have had in many
years that our grandchildren will be
blessed as we are to live in a free nation governed by the rule of law.
Sincerely,
Maurice W.Bourne, Jr.
Sunbird Airlines
Murray,Ky.

Thanks To Mattingly
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Murray-Calloway
Co. Ministerial Association I want to
take this opportunity to say how fortunate we feel here in Murray to have
had Father Martin Mattingly serving
this parish for twenty years as of this
coming August 24th.
He has done a remarkable job as
priest, pastor, university chaplain,
and community leader. He had
endeared himself toboth the Catholic
and Protestant community and has
shown a fine spirit of ecumenicity.
We shall always be in his debt for
giving so much of himself to so many
of us whomevet We might be.
And pray God's special blessing
upon Martin and his mother, Mame,
in his new assignment.
Sincerely,
David R. Roos,
President Murray-Calloway Co.
Ministerial Association.

20 Years Ago

a really elaborate one. And, there is
nothing embarrassing about planning
a funeral that is as dignified, beautiful
and as cheap as possible. So, if you
need to trim costs to the essentials,
consider the following:
'In most cases, the type of casket
you choose can boost the over-all cost
of the funeral tremendously. No
casket is going to prevent deterioration. So, don't let the funeral director
sell you on the "water-tight" or "airtight" models for that reason.
sA- -"standard" funeral consists of
moving the deceased from place of
death to the funeral home, embalming, use of the viewing room, placing
obituary notices, the casket, obtaining
burial permits, and transportation to
the church and cemetery. Do not feel
that you must buy all these services,'
or any others, simply because they
are part of a "package." You can
choose only the services you want,
and any you leave out will lower the
costs.
*Although most people believe that
embalming is a necessary health
practice or required by law, in many
states, it is not. To find out if embalm-

Agree Or Not

ing is required in your state, call your
local health department. Also, embalming does not prevent deterioration for any length of time, only for a
few days. So, in many cases, it is an
unnecessary expense, unless required
by laws of your state.
*If you have a closed-casket
funeral, you can save the cost of a
cosmetologist.
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By S.C. Van Curo

How It's Done
FRANKFORT — Last week's column dealing with the governor's
budget reduction to take care of the
anticipated revenue shortfall focused
particularly on the Kentucky
Teachers' Retirement System.
The budget cut for KTRS amounted
to $9.5 million for the fiscal year, but
this column made an error in explain
ing how it was done.
It was just a matter of semantics in
the end, but semantics happen to be
important, technically, in this situation.
Pat Miller, executive secretary of
KTRS, explains the reduction this
way:
"The 9.5 million budget reduction
did create a deficit in the 1980-82 appropriated budget for KTRS and
KTRS did credit $9 million from 'excess' investment profits to maim up
for the reduction. The credit, or internal transfer, assured complete funding of the system's obligations for
1980-82.
"Normally all investment profits
over the acturial assumed rate are applied to the system's debt. Since the $9
million will not be available for this
application, the state will have to
return the $9 million in the form of
future payments toward the system's
unfunded liability."
He went on to explain, "As
distasteful as it was to have a $9.5
million budget reduction, the necessity of the overall reduction is clear and
the level of reduction for the KTRS for
the 1980-82 biennium appropriation
was 4.7 percent which is comparable
to reductions of most other state agencies.
"When the KTRS board of trustees
was notified of the budget reductions,
it was decided to cover the reductions
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by crediting $9 million of 'excess' investment earnings to the 1980-82
budget for KTRS.
"The state's statutory obligation to
contribute 11.09 percent of member
salaries (including 3.25 percent overmatch for unfunded debt remains inact and the amortized funding of the
1980-81 retiree increases will be fully
covered. During 1980-81, KTRS did
receive investment profits above the
level required by the actuary and the
$9 million adjustment came from
these "excess" earnings. Normally,
all investment earnings are applied to
the liabilities of the system, but in this
instance, the state will have to return
the $9 million in the from payments
toward the system's unfunded liability.
"In summary, KTRS did transfer
monies within the agency to cove the
budget reduction. However, no funds
were transferred to the state General
Fund. Finance officials have advised
that the budget reduction was a one
time emergency situation that
resulted from the huge reduction in
tax revenues."
In last week's column we said the
KTRS wrote a check for $9 million to
the general fund. That statement was
in error as explained above. A
transfer of funds within KTRS is all
that occurred. Since this substituted
for the state's required contribution of
$9 million,it amounted to a gift or loan
of $9 million to the general, or a
semantical difference. The result is
the same.
Miller cautioned that KTRI2ability
to forego the $9 million, and let the
state pay it later should not be taken
as a sign the money is not necessary
for acturial soundness of KTRS in the
future.
He said, "Partly due to recent
significant increases on asset investments, many persons feel that
KTRS has excess funds.
"Nothing could be further from the
truth. The 1980 acturial report on
KTRS States that the current level of
members and state contributions are
just sufficient to meet the future debt
obligations of the system. While it is
true that current investment returns
are quite good, the increased returns
will be needed to fund member
benefits that have increased
significantly, in recent years. The
system has a large unfunded liability
that can only be funded through adequate contribution levels and prudent
investments of assets. Any reduction
in current funding levels or laxity in
investment standards could seriously
affect the financial soundness of the
system."
1,—

Calloway County High School and
the six elementary centers will open
on Aug. 28, according to Buron Jeffrey, superintendent. Principals are
William Miller, Calloway High;
Charlie Lassiter, Almo; Franklin
Jones, Faxon; Baxter Wheatley,
Hazel; M. B. Rogers, Kirksey ; Raymond Story, Lynn Grove; Otis Lovins,
New Concord.
Fire destroyed the home and contents of Mr. and Mrs. James Yearry
and their three small children on Aug.
5.
Craig Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wybert'Morris of Murray Route 3, is
the recipient of a three years' National Defense Fellowship for study
and research at the University of
Chicago in the field of anthropology. A
graduate of Murray College High
School, he is now attending Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.
Sgt. Joe N. Cohoon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Euphrey Cohoon, has been
assigned to Okinawa. His wife, the
former Juanita Futrell, and their
children, Max and Bonnie, will reside
in Murray while he is overseas.
Dr. William Pogue, Murray dentist,
is serving a two weeks' tenure of duty
in reserve training at Fort Knox. He
has the rank of captain.

30 Years AgO
Murray High School will open on
Sept. 4 with a record enrollment of 516
in the elementary grades and 354 in
the high school, according to early
registration figures.
Naval Aviation Cadet John H.
Downs, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Downs, Murray, graduated from the
United States Naval Preflight School
at Pensacola,Fla.
About 500 youngsters have been
crowding the campus of Murray State
College this week for the annual camp
of the Purchase Tradewater 4-H
Clubs.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Donnie Darnell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. Parker, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Norman D. Hale, all on
Aug.3.
"Ronald Churchill really fixed up
the front of his place of business.
Poured a new porch across the front
and has high columns supporting the
new roof built over the porch. The red
brick is being painted white," from
the column, "Seen dr Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Kelley's Produce will pay 40 cents
per dozen for eggs this week, according to the firm's ad. 4

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 10, the 222nd
day of 1981. There are 143 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 10, 1792, the French monarchy was overthrown as mobs in Paris
attacked the palace of Louis XVI.
On this date:
;
In 1821, Missouri became the 24th
state.
In 1845, the U.S. Naval Academy
was established at Annapolis, Md.
In 1921, Franklin Roosevelt was
stricken with polio at his summer
home on the Canadian island of Campobello.
And in 1946, the Japanese offered to
surrender during World War II if
Emperor Hirohito could keep his
throne.
Ten years ago: The death toll climbed to 19 during the third day of ,
violence and terrorism in Northern
Ireland.
Five years ago: Hurricane Belle
caused millions of dollars worth of
property damage in New York.
One year ago: Hurricane Allen
hammered across southern Texas,
leaving beachfront property in
shambles.
Today's birthdays: singer Eddie
Fisher is 53 years old. Former movie
star Norma Shearer is 77.
Thought for today: Beware the fury
of a patient man. — John Dryden,'
English poet (1631-1700).
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1981 Farm Bill First To Call For Protection Of U.S. Farm Land
••••

WASHINGTON D.C. —
The protection of America's
vanishing farm land is
emerging as a major concern of the United States
Congress.
The 1961 Farm Bill is the
first in Congressional history
to address this issue, and to
propose ways to protect
agricultural land from "unnecessary and irreversible"
conversion to other uses.
Twelve square miles a
day, or three million acres a
year of U.S. farm land are
permanently removed from
agriculture for subdivisions,
highways, reservoirs, shopping centers and other urban
uses, according to the
recently completed National
Agricultural Lands Study
(NALS).
Crisis in the Making
Secretary of Agriculture
John R. Block has warned
that the farm land loss is a
"crisis in the making."
At the first National
Agricultural Lands Conference in Chicago early this
year, he stated: "In the next
20 years, we cannot realize a
60-85 percent increase in demand for U.S. agricultural
products while urbanizing
three million acres of productive land each year."
It is time, Block said, "to
establish a national policy
for protecting good
agricultural land," with
"state and local governments taking the lead, and
federal agencies lending
their support."
Congress, the 1981, Farm
Bill, sees the continuing loss
as "a possible threat to the
nation's ability to produce
sufficient food and fiber for
domestic and foreign export
needs."
In both the Senate (S.884)
and the House (H.R. 3630)
versions of the bill, there are
titles that call upon all agencies of the federal government to administer their programs in a manner that protects agricultural land.
Both bills have been voted
upon and passed in Committee, and now must go to the
floor of Congress for discussion and a final vote. The
final vote is expected late
this summer.
Federal Impact On
Farmland
Congressional concern for
the nation's agricultural
land comes as an aftermath
of the 18-month, federallysponsored NALS study, completed soon after President
Reagan took office.
A major finding of the
Study points out that the
federal government itself,
through its various programs across the country, is
a prime offender in usurping
productive farmland and
permanently removing it
from agriculture.

"Directly or indirectly,"
the Study says, "some 90
federal programs can provide financial support which
leads to increased urbanized
uses of land; inundation of
agricultural land for water
reservoirs; the fragmentation and isolation of farms by
transportation corridors,
and the idling of previously
productive
agricultural
land."
Agencies with major impact, according to the NALS,
include the USDA Farmers
Home
Administration
(FmHA ), the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD); the Economic
Development Administration (EDA) within the
Department of Commerce;
the Tennessee
Valley
Authority (TVA), Department of Energy (DOE),
Veterans Administration
(VA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
the Corps of Engineers
(COE).
Strategically Important
The 1981 Farm Bill takes
these NALS findings into account. ,
Title 16, Section 1628 of the
House bill states: "It shall

be the policy of the United
Stites aMthe interit of-Cori-gress that federal programs
be administered... in a manner that will not cause unnecessary, irreversible conversion of agricultural land.
. . to nonagricultural uses,"
nor "conflict with local or
State programs to protect
agriculture."
America's agricultural
land, the bill emphasises,
"provides a strategically important assurarte of enduring national self-sufficiency
in food and fiber at a
reasonable cost to American
consumers and producers; a
livelihood for farm families
and for people in
agriculture-related
industries, and agricultural
products for export... to improve the internatioal
balance of payments and
assist in the effort toward
world peace."
In similar vein, the Senate
bill notes that U.S.
agricultural and is a "unique
natural resource" that
"provides food and fiber
necessary for the continued
welfare of the people of the
United States."
Private Property
Rights Stressed
Title 15, Section 1535 of the
Senate document calls upon
the
Department of
Agriculture and other
federal agencies to "take
steps to assure that the actions of the federal government do not cause U.S.
agricultural land to be irreversibly converted to
nonagricultural uses."

A statement of limitation
stresses that the bill does not
in any way authorize the
federal government to
regulate the use of private
land, or affect the property
rights of private land
owners.
Strong Bipartisan
Support
It was during former
Secretary of Agriculture Bob
Bergland's tenure of office
that the NALS Study was

launched. As co-chairman of
the Study, Bergland likened
the urbanization of rural
areas to "a cancerous
growth that remains unnoticed until it is too late to
do anything about it.
"Failure to protect our
agriculture and the natural
resources on which it
depends will put us on a collision course with disaster,"
Bergland said.
Strong bipartisan support

of the Study is seen in the
release last week of a major
position paper prepared by
the House Republican
Research Committee under
the leadership of Congressman Edward R.
Madigan (R. III.) and Congressman Bob McEwen (R.
Ohio).
Entitled "The Agricultural
Land Retention Issue," the
paper has been distributed to
every Republican member

of the House of Representatives. It discusses the
NALS findings, the 1981
Farm Bill and three
farmland protection bills introduced in the 97th Congress by Congressman
James Jeffords (R. Vt.),
Senator Patrick J. Leahy(D.
Vt. ) and Senator Mark 0.
Hatfield R. Ore.).
No"Free"
Cropland
The paper notes that ac-

Weather Forces Substitution
An abundance of wet
weather this spring prompted many farmers in Kentucky to substitute late
planted grain sorghum for
other grains. The sorghum
crop in Kentucky is bigger
than ever this year and more
susceptible to sorghum
pests.
With sorghum already in
the bloom stage in Western
Kentucky, farmers should
start looking for any sign of
the sorghum midge in their
fields, said Dr. Douglas
Johnson, Extension entomologist at the University
of Kentucky Research and
Education Center in
Princeton.
The sorghum midge,a tiny
orange fly, is the most
damaging insect in late
planted grain sorghum,
Johnson said.
The adult midge lays eggs
on the head of the plants
when they are near the 50
percent bloom stage. The
newly hatched larvae bore
into the grain and damage
sorghum spikelets.
"The larvae feed on the
plant from the inside out,"
said Johnson. "If the head is
heavily damaged, all that
will be left is an empty stalk.
These 'blasted' stalks are of
no use to the farmer and are
a loss on his total crop."
The larvae are very small
and grayish to red in color.
After 10 days in the larvae
stage the worm pupates.
Within three more day a
mature fly emerges. The
mature fly is only 1/16 of an
inch long with an orange
body.
"Because the life cycle of
the sorghum midge is so
short, the farmer may be
faced with having to control
10 generations of midges
each summer," Johnson
said.
Farmers should check
sorghum fields in the bloom
stage to determine whether
they need control measures.
Farmers should check one
location every seven to 10

acres. Field inspection is to check sorghum that is sorghum midge.
To check for midges, sambest done before 10 a.m. Planted near Johnson grass,
Special care should be taken an alternate host for the ple 20 plants at each location. Place a bag over the
head of the plant and shake.
After removing the bag,
check for any bugs. If there
is an average of one midge
per head,spray immediately
to
prevent further damage.
Anaplasmosis, an infec- death."
Control must be taken
tions anemia of cattle, is
"Once anaplasmosis has while adult midges are prespreading gradually across infected one cow or
bull, it sent on the head or it will be
the state. Kentucky cattle becomes a herd
problem too late, Johnson said.
producers should be aware because it is
easily
There are several ways
of the disease and know what transmitted,"
said Miksch. that farmers can reduce the
steps to take should their He suggests
that the farmer chances of damage by the
herd contract it.
remove infected animals sorghum midge in next
_anaplasmotic from the herd and consult
"Early
his year's crop. "A good seed
symptoms include increased veterinarian as to
whether bed and cultivation will profever, weakness and pro- treatment of these
animals
gressive anemia;" said is necessary. "Nonetheless, duce a more uniform crop
and decrease the chances of
University of Kentucky Ex- the rest of the herd should
be
tension Veterinarian Dr. treated," said Miksch. midge infestation," said
Duane Miksch, who is head- "Even 'saving one of the herd Johnson. -By cntrolling
quartered at the U.K. is well worth treating all of Johnson grass, farmers will
not give the insect an alterResearch and Education them."
nate host to fee on. Also, by
Center in Princeton. "Beef
Vaccinations
against
and dairy cattle are suscep- anaplasmosis are also not cutting hay while
table to the disease at any available. While they can sorghum is in bloom the
age, but adult cows and bulls prevent .death, they do not farmer can reduce the
are most apt to be fatally in- stop infection or the spread chance of the midge
migrating from hay fields infected," he said.
of infection, Miksch said.
Anaplasmosis attacks the "The decision to vaccinate to sorghum."
More information on the
red blood cells of cattle and must not be made
lightly," control of the sorghum
can be transmitted by a said Miksch. They
are ex- midge and recommended insingle horsefly or a very pensive and in some
herds
dense population of mos- can cause calves to be secticides can be obtained
from your County Extenion
quitos, Miksch said. He add- stillborn.
agent for agriculture.
ed that careless use of

Cattle Farmers Watch
Herds For Anaplasmois

bleeding and vaccination
needles, dehorners and the
like can also spread the
disease.
"During the early stages,
treatment is usually very effective with the right antibiotics," said Miksch.
Tetracyclines generally are
used in treating infected cattle.
As anaplasmosis becomes
more acute, the cattle
become
jaundiced,
dehydrated and restless. At
this point Miksch suggests it
may be best to just keep the
animal quiet — handling and
treating them at this time
may do more harm than
good. "Give the animals'
body reserves a chance to
rebuild on their own," said
Miksch. "This may prevent

cording to NALS the U.S. at
present as approximately
413 million acres in cropland
use, and 127 million acres of
potential cropland for a total
cropland base of 40 million
acres.
The 540 million acres
represents land on which
crops can be produced with
minimum inputs of fuel, fertilizer, pesticides, labor, and
with tolerable amounts of
soil erosion. The 127 million
acres of potential cropland
are presently in forest,
range, pasture and other
uses. Therefore, conversion
is not "free." Crop production on this land will reduce
production of beef, dairy
products,trees or other commodities produced on the
land now.
Serious Food
Shortages
"The total annual loss of
three million acres is only a

Murray Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson
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small percentage of the nation's 1.5 billion acres of
nonfederal land," the paper
states, "but experts say that
within twenty years the accumulated loss could lead to
much higher food prices in
this country, and extremely
serious shortages elsewhere
in the world."
Time to Act
"Fortunately," the report
concludes, "there is time for
careful, measured efforts to
retain farmland — efforts
that are workable and acceptable and that respect the
rights of people whose land
is directly affected.
"However, there is no
longer time to avoid the
issue.
"The time has come to act
upon the knowledge and
skills that will enable
Americans to have this irreplacable
natural
resource."
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At The

753-3404
Grain
Merchandising

Murray
PCA Office Building

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY.IT.

Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you viuuld like to discuss long-term financing talk
o u'

or

Split rate financing

Waiver of
finance charges
A.P.R. finance charges
for the first 11 months

A.P.R. finance charges
for the balance of your
contract

1(1/
1115%
... on purchase of any new Case farm tractor

__Wesrethe

With Case split rate financing.
an Annual Percentage Rate
(A P R.) of 10°0 will be applied
for the first eleven months of the
contract. On the remainder of the
contract. the A.P.R. will be 15°
Purchase must be financed
through J I Case Credit
Corporation.

lender.

PCA
a
member-owned lending association serving only
the needs of agriculture. We're an independent
source of agricultural production dollars. not a
government agency. At PCA we bring in outside.
private investor money and then loan it out to local
people, and ail on the best of terms.
That's the Production Credit Association—
people working together and growing together.
Loaning money for any worthwhile purpose on a
most cooperative basis.

IMinc=r
icla
leading&
ilk Lestalk'

•

Cash price of tractor
Down payment — cash and or trade .n

$47.500 OW
1425000

Amount financed
Number of payments
Payment at 8th month
Payment at 20th month
Payment at 32nd month

$3325000
three
$1295221
13,674 43
13.674 43

Total of payments
$40.301 07
Finance charge — $7 051 07
'Sales tax as applicable
Insurance charges not included
In this example, the composite ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE for the length of the contract is12.40%.

or
.
600 rebate
. . on purthase of am/ of our new Case
1 190, 1290, 1390. 149Q or l69OGeneraI
Purpose tractors. Case' will send you a
check for $600 . or you can apply the
amount to your down payment on a contract at normal rates NOTE: Government Agencies Departments do not
qualify for rebate.

•

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 N. Murray
753-5602

Example of 10% 15% A.P R split rate financing
on purchase of new Case farm tractor:

If you buy any of our new Case farm
tractors or a used farm tractor of any
make . . . and finance it through J I
Case Credit Corporation . . finance
charges will be waived from date of
purchase until January 1,1982.

Offers valid July 1, 1981 thru August 31, 1981.

McKee'Equipment Company Inc.
•7113-3063

5113 Wskiet
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Outlasts PGA Field

Former MHS Tight 'Choker' Nelson
End Signs Football
'Grant-In-Aid At Hinds
O

shots," he said.
"I think everybody is a
choker. Anybody who tells
you coming down the stretch
that he's not nervous, I'd say
he's on something," said
Nelson, a winner for the fifth
time in his eight-year
career.
Nelson never let any of his
pursuers closer than three
strokes on the Atlanta
Athletic Club. He closed with
a 1-over-par 71 for a 273 total
and the winning check of
$60,000.
Zoeller, his playing partner on the hot, humid day,
settled for second. The
former Masters champion
collected $40,000 after also
shooting 71 for 277.
Tour driving champion
Dan Pohl closed with a 69 for
278 and third place of $25,000.
Defending champion Jack
Nicklaus fell short in a bid
for his 18th major professional title and sixth PGA

By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
DULUTH, Ga. ( AP) —
That major championship
feeling hit Larry Nelson for
the first time when he lofted
a 2-iron shot 20 feet from the
17th hole Sunday in the 63rd
PGA.
"When I saw it make that
beautiful, little ball mark, I
knew I had it won,especially
after Fuzzy (Zoeller) missed
the green," he said.
Nelson two-putted and
owned what he thought he
needed — a four-shot bulge
going into the final hole of
the year's last major tournament.
"I'm a choker," admitted
the candid 33-year-old
Georgian, who has played
this demanding game just 12
years.
"I didn't want to go to the
lath with a one-shot lead,
even a two-shot lead. I
wanted it to be at least three

tigierrcry Ledger & Times

crown, finishing with 88-279
for a tie for fourth.
Also at that figure were
Bruce Lietzke, Bob Gilder,
Keith Fergus, Torn Kite,
Australian Greg Norman
and Ise° Aoki of Japan.
Gilder matched the competitive course record with
66. Lietzke and Fergus had
66s, Aoki 70, Norman 71 and
Kite 72, marking the Ilth
time in 12 starts he's been in
the top seven.
Zoeller didn't think the
race was over quite as quickly as his more serious,

Robin Roberts, a 6-4, 210-pound tight
end for the Murray High School Tigers,
signed a football grant-in-aid with Hinds
Junior College in Raymond, Miss., Saturday at the MHSfieldhouse.,
Roberts, flanked by parents Ramona
(left) and Ray Roberts (right), Rt. 5,
Murray, was a 1980 graduate of MILS and
a three-year starter at tight end.
All three years he led the Tigers in
receptions and was named honorable
mention all state in both his sophomore
and senior years. As a senior he was
voted to the All W.K.C. first team.
Roberts was a two-year starter and letterman in both basketball and baseball
and was MHS' Most Athletic Boy in 1981.
Hinds J.C. is a member of the

Mississippi Junior College Conference
and begins its season Sept. 3 against Ittawamba J.C.
Bill Buckner, head football coach at
Hinds J.C., says he is elated to have
Roberts join the Eagles' program and he
has a very good chance to step into the •
starting lineup as a freshman. As a
tribute to Buckner's recruiting and
coaching, 14 Hinds J.C. sophomores
received scholarships to major universities following the 1980 season.
MHS coach John Hina was present at
Roberts' signing and praised his former
player for his contribution to the Tiger
program. "Robin was one of the best
athletes we've had here in a long time.
I'm sure he'll be successful wherever he
goes."

ap:*

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
A couple of quarterbacks
under the gun — Steve
Grogan of the New England
• triots and Pat Haden of
Los Angeles Rams —
firing back tonight.
Up in New England,
rog,an has his followers —
a vocal coterie of detracrs, too. They'd just as soon
Coach Ron Erhardt yank
'm back to the bench and
ye the Pats' starting job to
U Cavanaugh, a fourear veteran. He's been
ble — despite some
roic exhibitions in the past
to unset the occasionally
erratic Grogan, starting his
seventh pro year.

1
7%

Down in Southern California, Haden starts a new
base in a rocky career. It
began with the Southern
ornia Sun of the sincedeparted World Football
League in 1975. In 1976 he

Then came the Vince Ferragamo era. Haden, sidelined by a late-season injury,
watched as Ferragamo guided the Rams into the Super
Bowl. And last year, after
regaining his starting job, he
lost it again to Ferragamo,
who played out his option
during 1980 and fled to
Canada — where the Montreal Alouettes are getting
clobbered week after week.

Now Haden seems to have
no serious challenger for his
job — save for Jeff Rutledge,
the third-year pro out of
Alabama, the quarterback
factory which produced Kenny Stabler, Richard Todd,
Bart Starr and, of course,
Nemeth. Rookie Jeff Kemp,
the son of a former
quarterback-turnedpolitician,
-year vet
and 13
Bob Lee also are on the
Results of last week's Rams'roster.
Golf Tournament at
"We plan to get a look at
Oaks Country Club are
our other three quarterBOYS
backs," the Pats' Erhardt
Brad King, 11-12 year- said of Tom
Owen, Dave
Ids; Bruce Thurmond, 9-10 Rader and Brian
Buckley. .
ear-olds; Mike Lovett, 7-8
ear-olds; Chad Caldwell, 5Haden and Grogan are the
year-olds
starters tonight in Anaheim,
•
GIRLS
where their game will wrap
Terri Lamb, 12-13 year- up the first full weekend of
Shelley Caldwell, 10-11 National Football League
; Mary Ann Todd, exhibitions.
par-olds.
On Saturday night it was
_

CC Junior
olf Results

4

was used sparingly by the
Rams, when James Harris'
career was at its zenith. The
next year marked the arrival of Joe Namath. It was a
one-year fling the Rams'
fans had with Broadway Joe.
In 1978 Haden had his busiest
season.

Pittsburgh 35, Cleveland 31;
St. Louis 12, San Diego 10;
Cincinnati 24, Tampa Bay
17; Oakland 17, Atlanta 16;
Green Bay 21, Dallas 17;
Miami 20, Minnesota 6;
Detroit 21, Buffalo 14, and
the New York Giants 23,
Chicago 7.

• de

Billington Rides Birdie
To Sudden Death Win
Robert Billington rode a
birdie on the first hole of a
sudden death playoff last
Thursday to medalist honors
in the junior golfers' annual
medal play tournament at
the Murray Country Club.
Billington, who is a
member of the Murray High
School team, --and Mark
Waldrop, a manber of the
„Calloway County High
School team, had ended the
18-hole ronnd deadlocked at
83 in the boys' 16 years and
over class. Their scores on
both nines were identical, 4043.
Billington reached the putting surface fo the 5-par 490yard first hole in the playoff
in two and two-putted for the
birdie, while Waldrop was
getting down in par.
Jon Overbey, also a Murray High golf team member,
was third with 92.
Jason Billington and
Hughie Houston tied for low
in the boys' 12 and 13-yearold class with 90s, with Billington winning the playoff.
Chris Jackson was third, one
stroke back at 100.
Playing nine holes in the
boys' 10 and 11-year-old competition, Jon Muehleman
was the winner with 61, five
strokes in front of Chris

The give-away prize of a
1981 Volswagen Pickup eluded all the golfers, as no one
made a hole-in-one on No. 7.
The tournament was held to
raise money for the
Shriners' crippled children's
hospitals.
Shriners from Oregon,
Minnesota, Mississippi,
Michigan and Illinois competed in the annual tournament.
Over $1,900 worth of prizes
and trophies were awarded.

Valley Conference football
highlight film will be shown.
Sunday the Racer Club
will sponsor its annual
"Meet the Football Team
Bar-B-Que" also at Stewart
Stadium beginning at 5 p.m.
The meal will cost $5 per
adult, $2.50 for children. The
public is invited to both
events.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Second-seeded Jose-Luis
Clerc stretched his match
victory string to 25, winning
his fourth straight tournament in a month and his second straight U.S. Open Clay
Court tennis _championship
with a 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 victory
over top-seeded Ivan Lendl.
The men's doubles title

Garden
Work!
Frosty Acres Per* Nei Pees
Frosty Acres Crowder Pees
Frosty Acres Illockeyo Pees
frosty Acres Masai Vegetable
Frosty Acres Okra (Irosoloil)
Frosty Acres Broccoli Speen
Frosty Acres Bresseh Servos
Frosty Acres Cooliflowor
liaeldir Plead Pan

.201. $15.29
201. $13.99
201. $14.49
20 lb. $13.99
20IL$15.79
24 IL $11.99
241. $11.99
241. $11.99

,4,6 '19"

Patties

215 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef

•

$5650.00.
150 H.P./17' BASS HAWK Loaded, 2—Aerated Live
Wells, 18 Gal. Fuel Tank, Color Keyed Trailer, Much
More. $8250.00.

Guaranteed Tender
No Margo

$

Cotthig, Wrapping it Freezing

115 H.P./ 17' FISH & SKI, loaded 2 Aerated Live Wells,
Large Fuel Tank, Color Keyed Trailer, much more.-

$8000.00.
50 LP./ 15' BASS HAWK, Two Aerated Live Wells,
Color Keyed Trailer $5650.00.
25 H.P. ;1150.00

15 H.P. $950.00

--9.- 941.P3850.00

Al Prim gabled to Taintessea SieteSON Tao
(Saks Tax Nat lacirded In Altars Prima)

Sse
085 likNIITT
522 IL Illake
(Old Nal(sesllIstal Meg)
753-11445
—Meads ANdorsso foaMory

;Mitt D
Of
SHItTlit

Do Your

70 H.P./JC28' PONTOON Demonstrator Horn, Bell, 2

Six Gallon Fuel Tanks, Slip. Demonstrator Priced at-

For your
Life• Health
Home•Car•Farm
• Business
SHUTE.'"INSURANCE

Let Us

AUGUST CLEARANCE
ON '81 EVINRUDE MOTORS

35 H.P./JC 24' PONTOON Dinette, Bow Lounge Horn, 2

went to Kevin Curren of
South Africa and Steve Denton, who defeated Raul
Ramirez of Mexico, and Van
Winitsky,6-3,5-7, 7-5.
Top-seeded Andrea Jaeger
trounced
Romania's
Virginia Ftuzici 6-1, 6-0 in the
women's final for her first
major victory as a tennis
professional.

the
Shield

w‘kNIMIIILI1111/

Beakttful Kentucky Lake

Fire Extinguishers, 2 Six Gallon Fuel Tanks, Bar/Stools,
Front Bow Lounges, Slip. $7850.00

"Hays. Dean Shoemaker was
(Boys 14 Years sad Older)
40-13-83
Robert Billington
third with 74.
40-43-83
Mark Waldrop
Bill Fandrich was the low Jon Overbey .
46-46-92
48-49-97
scorer in the boys' 8 and 9- Chris Franklin
51-51-101
Kelly Perdew
year-olds competition of six David Severna
65-67-132
(Boys 12sad 13 Years Old)
holes of play with 36.
47-52-99
Billingtan
In the boys' 8 and 9-year- Jason
46-53-99
Hugtue Houston
old competition of six holes, Michael Muehleman
46-52-100
48-52-106
Bill Fsuidrich's 36 was low. Chri.,,,s Jackson
5341-113
Craig Schewettman was ;;Zylazty_._
ota—iss
next with 62, and _mem& PUMP Bryan
(Boys Ifawl 11 Years4114),-Brohhil with 66.
(9SaksI
Among the 7-year-olds and Jon ?dodgems
under and playing three Chris Hays
74
holes, Jeff Brannon was the Dean Shama
(Boys II mid9Yam Old)
(111k.)
winner.with 26, one stroke in
83.
front of Chip Greene and Bill Fandrich
42
Craig Sciwwettman
with Michael Carr third with Michael Brock
II.
Heath Ryan
34.
(Boys 7 Years Old ,*
Among the girls, Meredith
sad Under)
Howe's 57 for nine holes was
.(3Holsa)
low for the day. She was Jeff Brannon
Chip Greene
27
playing in the 10 and 11-year- Michael Carr
34
36
Aron ii4hitaker
olds'class.
41
Ted Booth
Lisa Shoemaker had the
(Ghis Iliad 13 Years COO
(9 Holes
low score among the 12 and
66
Lisa Shoemaker
13-year-old girls with 66, Ann
72
Marie Hale
followed by Ann Marie Hale
(Ghia Mori 11 Years Old)
(f Mies)
with 72.
.57
Howe
Among the 8 and 9-year old Meredith
(Girls II sad I Years Old)
girls and playing six holes,
Holes
59
Amy Young and Hope Amy Young
59
Hope Hargrove
Hargrove tied with 59s with Heather Hughes
74
0 078
Amy winning the playoff. Karen Fandrich
Heather Hughs was next
with 74 and Karen Fandrich
had a 78.
We've ,
The complete list of
got
players and their scores:

Sports, Briefly

THE JONES

Phone (901) 23244 221

al
ct
Lu
hi

til

Rick Larnkin, MCwray, 160,
Cye Britt, Madisontrille, 161,
Johnny McCage, Murray,
162, and Dave Severns, Murray,162.
Dean Alexander of Murray
had the low score in the
fourth flight at 182, with
Cary Brandon, Murray, second at 185. Wayne Browning of Madisonville was third
at 186, with Don Dye, Paris,
187, and Don Nelson, Murray, 188, finishing fourth and
fifth.

Tonight at 7 p.m. the Murray State Racer Club kicks
off its football promotional
season with an introductory
meeting in Room 226 at
Stewart Stadium.
New officers will be introduced and talks by head
football coach Frank
Beamer and new Racer Club
president Mike Ridley will
be heard. Plus, an Ohio

a

MCC Junior Golf

MSU Racer Club To Hold
Kickoff Meeting Tonight

:013s Grogan, Haden
!Under Scope Tonight

tall pine trees at 14. He
gambled by attempting to hit
a hard 9-iron shot 170 yards
to the green.
Instead, it caught the trees
and plummeted in ground
under repair, still in the
woods.
Nelson got a free drop and
then punched a 6-iron
through a 6-foot opening to
within 20 feet of the cup.
He two-putted for a bogey5 but, more importantly, still
owned a commanding fourshot lead with four holes remaining.

Pr

MCC Shrine Tournament
Sees Sullivan Defend
Golf Title Successfully
Lynn Sullivan shot a fourround 147 to capture the Annual Shriners Golf Tournament for the second year in a
row. The Murray native's 7572-147 enabled him to win the
13th annual tournament by
one stroke over Paducah's
Dick Stacy.
The tourney, which has
been held at the _Murray
Country Club since it began,
started Saturday and ended
Sunday evening.
Other top finishers in the
championship flight were:
Trent Jones, Murray, 150;
Jerry Caldwell, 150, Murray; Ken Rowland, 1111,
Owensboro.
In the first flight, Glenn
Lutz, Madisonville, had the
low score of 165. Dick Orr,
Murray, took second with a
169, followed by another 169
by Mike Hibbard, Memphis,
Tenn. Jerry Lee, Murray,
had a 171.
Murray's Wes Furgerson
won the second flight with a
159. Other low scores were

quieter playing partner.
"I thought Larry had it
when he drove the ball
straight down the middle on
the last hole. You can't give
up until the 72nd hole. Golf is
such an unbelievable
game,"said Zoeller.
"I hit more good tee shots
today than I've hit in 24
years," said Nelson, pushing
his yearly earnings to
$178,161 and his lifetime
bankroll to $936,668.
His lead seemed in danger
just once. His only errant tee
shot landed in a cluster of

1

39 1
1

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM iCO.
--

St..'

NOIIRS1740-S:011

Ill N.

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
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Season's Second Half Starts Tonight

National League
Shows All Star
Dominance Again

Baseball Resumes With Full Slate
By 11:EN RAPPOPORT
Aftporta Writer
Play ball!
Those two little words that long-suffering fans and
players alike have been waiting to hear for two months
will finally be heard in ballparks throughout the nation as
major league baseball gets back to business today.
Starting over after a 50-day players' strike and a nineday tuneup period, all 26 teams will start swinging in the
National and American leagues in baseball's bizarre
cond season."
And everyone's starting fresh,thanks to the split-season
concept adopted by owners.
"I like what I see," said Montreal Manager Dick
Williams, whose optimism is predicated on a schedule
that shows the Expos at home for 28 of their 53 games, 18
of them against National League East opponents.
The Expos are tough at Olympic Stadium, having compiled a sharp 21-7 record before the strike tore the season
,in half last June. In addition, the Expos have played well
against division opponents with a 19-10 record.
"I'd have to see how it compares with other clubs in our
division, but from what I see of the schedule, I think it
favors us," said Williams.
Other managers were happy, too, particularly those
with teams that had fallen far behind by June 12, the day
of the players' walkout. After the strike was settled on Ju-

By WILL GRIMSLEY
from us. It makes them
AP Special Correspondent press more. It has to be
CLEVELAND (AP) — frustrating."
The American League,
Baseball is alive and kicking
again, but the theme is little depending on the dominancy
changed — the National of the New York Yankees,
Leaguers are still king of the held sway in the early years
hill.
of the series, which began in
You could almost feel 1933, but the National
pride and arrogance oozing League took command
from every pore in the locker shortly after World War II
room after Mike Schmidt, and it's been a mismatch
Gary Carter & Co. had hand- ever since.
ed the glassy-eyed American
Besides winning the last
Leaguers their 10th straight 10, the National League has
setback in Sunday's 52nd All- grabbed 18 of the last 19
Star game.
games.
The score was 5-4 and the
It wasn't a textbook game
proud but bloodied AL vic- of big league baseball with
tims didn't know what hit grounders shooting through
'em.
players' legs, guys slipping
Boom! Boom! It was sud- on the wet turf, Ozzie Smith
getting caught on a rundown
den death.
Schmidt, the 1980 World and the AL's Manager Jim
Series MVP who struck the Frey running out of players
winning blow with a two-run and having to send a pitcher
homer in the eighth inning to the plate in the ninth.
seemed to have the best ex- Frey, fresh out of pinch-.
planation for the unusual hitters, had to send pitcher
monopoly although he Dave Stieb to the plate in the
declined to pour vinegar in crucial ninth.
the open wound.
It was that kind of a game
"It's not that overall we for the American Leaguers,
have better players," said whose only delight for a
EAST RUTHERFORD, to go three grueling one-mile
the
mustachioed record crowd of 72,086 was a N.J. (AP) — Trainer-driver races within 3/
1
2 hours over
Philadelphia Phillies third superb six-up, six-down pit- Ray Remmen says it's more the sloppy track to capture
baseman. "After all, there ching performance by fun racing at small tracks in the 9419,000 first prize. He
are a lot of (former) Na- Cleveland fireballer Len Western Canada where he won it by charging through
tional League guys on their Barker in the early stages grew up, but admits: "Not the stretch to beat Super
side — Ken Singleton and and a home run blast in the too many people ever won Juan by a neck in a three-1[Xs
inning
-r—
y the Hambletonian. -Een in horse showdown involving
e Winfield,for example:- seeend
-just seems- when the , Baltimore's Ken Singleton:— —Saskatchewan, we heard of the first-and secondgame gets down near the Carter, starting his first this race."
elimination heat winners
end, to the ratty gritty, we game behind the plate where
and
the victor in the 10-horse
Officials
at
The
seem to have more going for the ailing Johnny Bench had
raceoff.
Meadowlands track had
carved his initials, was the
us.
"I was really worried
hoped that more than 20,677
"Maybe it's depth. flut I MVP. The winning pitcher
because I thought I had
people would have showed
think you have to throw in was Vida Blue, who now has
blown the race by losing the
up to see Shiaway St.Pat,
some desire. We've always All-Star victories in both
second heat," said Remmen,
driven by Renunen, emerge
leagues. The Saver was
had desire.
34, a Saskatoon native who
as the winner of the 56th
• "It's like we are the in- bearded reliever Bruce Suthas been based at The
Hambletonian Trot Saturctunbants," said Schmidt. ter, who in his last four
Meadowlands since the
day. Rainy weather and na"We occupy the hill and games has figured in two
track opened in 1976. "I
tional television coverage
they're trying to take it away victories and two saves.
could have won it then if I
(ABC) were offered as
hadn't moved quite so soon.
reasons why harness rac"He races best coming
ing's most important event
from behind and I think I
fell short of the expected
drove him a little too ag45,000 crowd for its first apgressively in his first two
pearance
at
The
heats," he said of Shiaway
CLEVELAND (AP) — 'jtirtior
middleweight, Meadowlands after 24 years St.Pat. "I was confidept, not
Roberto Duran is back and another step up the ladder at the Illinois Fair Grounds because he was so great, but
for one reason only: another for the Panamanian who at Du Quoin.
because I don't think any of
fight against Sugar Ray dominated the lightweight
With two victories needed them are great."
Leonard, who regained the division for most of the 1970s. to decide the Hambletonian
Equipped with ear plugs to
World Boxing Council
keep
him from becoming exwinner,
Shiaway
St.Pat
had
Duran, who officially
welterweight title when
weighed in Saturday at 155
Duran quit in the eighth
pounds, came back in lilacround — an action that has
colored trunks and, while not
overshadowed his many victhe El Animal of old, had too
tories during his illustrious
much strength and excareer.
Meta Lampe lhaelnil
NATIONAL LEAGUE
perience for Gonzalez.
At A Okenee
"I came out to fight and he
EAST
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L
Pd. GB
Gonzalez thought he had
came out to play," Duran
guff
Philadelphia
34 21
618 W L
P. GB a lam
said of that night in New won, but Duran was a clear
30 a
830 1 14
New York
34 22 .977 - titoareal
30 25
-545 4
Orleans. But it was Duran victor on all three official Baltrnore
31 23
174 2 PRIabirgh
25 23
521 511
who quit, contending a cards. Referee Jackie Milwaukee
31 25
-554 3 New York
17 34
333 15
31 26 .544 Pa Chicago
stomach ache would not Keough scored it "f8-44, Detrat
15 37
.3111 17,
4
Bake)
30 26
536 4
wEsr
allow him to continue.
Judge Ed McGuire scoijed it Cleveland
26 24
520 5 6:16 Angeles
36 21
16 42
276 19 Cincinnati
"I came back into the ring 47-43 and Judge Vito Maze* Toronto
35 21
625
WEST
Houston
n 29
491
to fight Sugar Ray had to 48-45.
addend
3721
617 - Manta
35 72
463 9'2
Leonard," said the 32-yearThe man they call Hands Texas
2121 .800 1,
1 San Francisco
9 32
458 10
Chicago
3121
.5115
241
San
Dego
old Duran Sunday after of Stone also seemed con2332
411 1244
California
3128 .517 6
hadays
or
pounding out a unanimous cerned about pacing himself Kansas City
20 30
410 12
NL 5, AL 4
21 36
10-round decision over 22- and was less aggressive than Seattle
3311 14kt
lesedres Games
Minnesota
17 30
JOI 18
New Yak (Soitt 34) at Chicago iKruyear-old Nino Gonzalez as a he has been in the past.
Seriey's Game
kow 36)

ly 31, owners decided to award first-half championships to
the division leaders at the time of the strike and hold a
second-half pennant race with the teams starting even.
"Sure,the split season is good because it brings back interest for teams like ours," said Herman Franks,
manager of the Chicago Cubs, who finished last in the
first-hall NI. East race, 171
/
2 games behind the winning
Philadelphia Phillies. "Tell me, who knows what's going
to happen? If we get a little help, we might even win it."
According to the owners' plan, the first-half winners will
face the winners of the second-half race in a mini-series to
. determine the division champions in each league. If the
same team wins the second-half race, then the first-half
winner will face the team with the next highest winning
percentage.
The champions, of course, will play for the league pennant and a place in the World Series, which will get a late
start on Oct. 20 this year as a result of the extra playoffs.
The Los Angeles Dodgers won the NL West in the first
half, a mere half-game ahead of the Cincinnati Reds. In
the American League,it was the New York Yankees in the
East and the Oakland A's in the West.
Franks' Cubs had the honor of re-opening the season by
hosting the New York Mets in an afternoon game at
Wrigley Field. Mike Scott was scheduled to go for the
Mets against the Cubs' Mike Krukow.
In NL night games, Pittsburgh was at Montreal with
Jim Bibby scheduled to pitch for the Pirates and Steve

Shiaway St.Pat Triumphs In •
Third Race At Hambletonian

Duran Doesn't Quite Fight
Like 'Fists Of Stone' Image

SCOREBOARD

NL 5, AL 4
PttttIr (Bibby 4-3) at Niontreel RoIikeday's Games
gers 741, in)
Cameo(Damn 7,3) at Boston(Edw. SLUR", (13.Forsdi 6-21 at Philaiekaaa
ley 54), )ft)
iChridawn 24), 011
Kansas(By (Leawd 6-7) at Bakkaae Cincinnati (Pastore 3-2) at UN Angeles
(D.Martina 7-3), (n)
(Ram 5-1), In)
MiNieukee (Yuckovich &I)at Cleveland Atlanta (PNiekro 4-4) at San Diego
(Blyieven 74), (n)
4Eichelber5er 6,3). (n)
Texas (Darwin 74) at New York (John Heaton (JNielno 64) at San Francisco
54), (n)
(Babe 5.5 or Alexander 54) in)
Toronto (Clerzy 34) at Detroit (Will=
Thestay's Games
114), (n)
New York at Chicago
°Wand (Norris 8,1 or larieland 57) at Plitabirgh at Montreal,
in)
lionada (Erickson 141, In)
SL Low at Philadelphia,. in) Athrta
Cahn* (K.Forsch 94 or Zatn 74) at at San Diego, In)
Seattle (Abbott 1-4), (n)
Oncimsti at Los Angeles, in)
Tender% Games
Halton at San Frandsen, in)
Milwaukee at Cleveland. 2 )t-n)
BATTING (115 at bets)Chicon° at Baton (n)
Youngblood, New York. .359; Howe,
Kamm City at Baltimore, )fl)
Houston,
.544; Rose, Philadelphia,
Texas at New York, in)
.330; Madlock, Pittsburgh, .326;
Throat) at Detroit. (n)
Dawson, Montreal, .325.
Osidend at Nekoosa', (n)
RUNS: Collins, Cincinnati, 44;
Catifornia at Seattle, in)
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 40; Raines,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Montreal, 39; Hendrick, St:Louis, 37;
BATTING (115 at bats): Diaz, Dawson, Montreal, 31; Foster, CincinCleveland, .)M; Evans, Boston. .341; nati, 36.
.Singleton, Baltimore, .340; Remy,
RBI: Foster, Cincinnati, 49; ConcepBoston, 331; Roenicke, Baltimore, don, Cincinnati, 44; Schmidt,
.331.
Philadelphia, 41; Buckner, Chicago,
RUNS. Henderson, Oakland, 46;
Evans, Boston, 44; Carew, California,
HITS: Rose, Philadelphia, 73; Conle; Lansford, Boston, 37; Mirphy, cepcion, Cliximati, 67; Collins, Cire
Oakland, M.
Nandi, 67; Griffey, Cinebnisti. 67;
RBI: Bell, Texas,--1k—Anmis, Baker, 12111 Angeles,W.Oakland, 41; Winfield, New York, 40;
DOUBLES: BUCkDer, Chime, 19;
Evans, Boston, 39; Thomas, Concepcion. Cincinnati, 19; Foster
Milwaukee,34.
Cincinnati, 15; Ru..lones, SD, 15; HerHITS: Caleford, Boston, 75; Oliver, rendez, St.Loisis, 14; Chembliss,
Texas, 75; Evans, Boston, 72; Atlanta, 14; Garvey, Los Angeles, 14.
Burleson, California, 71; Carew,
TRIPLES: Reynolds, Houston, 9;
California, 72; Henderson, Oakland, Templeton, St.Lows, 7; Richards, San
72.
Diego, 7; Raines, Montreal, 6; Herr,
DOUBLES: Oliver, Texas, 19; Otis, SL Louis,6.
Kansas aq,16; Armes. Oakland, 16,
HOME RUNS. Kingman, New York,
Lansford, Boston, 14; Hatcher, Min- 14; Schmidt, Philadelphia, It. Foster,
newt., 14; Paciorek,Seattle, 14.
Cincinnati, 14, Dawson, Montreal, 13,
TRIPLES: Castino, Minnesota, 6; Cruz, Houston, 11.
Grflftn, Toronto, 5; Baines, Mesta
STOLEN BASES: Raines, Montreal,
6; Lemon,Camaro,5;6 Tied With 4.
50; North, San Francisco, 38, Scott,
HOME RUNS: Thomas, Milwaukee. Montreal, 23; Moreno, Pittabirgh, 19;
IS; Evans, Boston, 13; Armes. lacy. Pittsburgh, 16; Collins, CincinOakland. 13; Gray, Seattle, 13; Ford, nati, 16; Puhl, Houston, 16; South, San
California, 12.
Diego, 16
STOLEN BASES: Henderson,
PITCHING (6 Decisions ): Carlton,
Oakland, 13; Cna,Seattle, IS; Diane, Pidiadelphie, 5.1, 900, 2.80; Seam,
Cleveland, 17; Lenore, Chicago, 15; Cincinnati, 7-1. 175, 2.16; Rhoden:
Blenbry, Baltimore, 11.
Pittsburgh, CI. .157, 3.36; Lyle,
PITCHING (6 Decisions): Clear, Philadelphia, 11-1, KM 4.41;
Camel,
Baton,7-1,.175,311; Hearritt, Tex- Atlanta. 54, .133, 1.46; Knepper,
as, 6-1, ART, 3.43; YuckovIch. Houston, 5-1, .03, III; Sanderson,
Milwadrae; 64, ISO, 3.42; Morns, Montreal, 6-1, .716, 1.17; Forsch,
Detroit,94-756,2.36; Forsch,Cliftior- ittLouis,6-2,751,2.17.
Ma, 64, .7/11, 1.27; MCGregor.
STRJKEOUTS: Yalenzuela
Baltimore, 6-2, .714, 3.15; Torres, Angeles, 103; Carlton, Pteladelphia,
Boston,6-2, .711,3.16; Burns, Chicago, 94; Bolo, (Indwell, 96, Ryan,
64..711,3.613
Ho,76; Goilid000n, Montreal,a

fridigoire 17.0 cc. ft.
R•frigorator-Froovir
• 100% FROSTPROOF
REFRIGERATOR FREEZER
• ENERGY SAYING RECTRL
SAVER SWITCH
• DURABLE ABS LINER, NO
RUSTING NO DENTINC

40— -41••••••••••••••••••••••.... a•••

•
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••••

cited, the gelded son of Tarport Devlin-Patricia Sue,
owned by the Shiawassee
Farm of Durand, Mich., was
clocked in 2:021-5 in winning
the finale. With win betting
only,he_paid ;4.40.
Super Juan, driven by
Howard Beissinger, finished
12% lengths in front of Olaf,
driven by Carl Allen.
Olaf, who broke stride at
the start, gamely battled
'back to takethe lead at the
half-mile mark and held it to
the three-quarter pole until
fading. Super Juan then took
the lead, but Shiaway St.Pat
caught him with a few yards
to go and held on.
Olaf had won the first 12horse eliminaion heat by 1%
lengths over Arnie's Kun in
2:034-5 and paid $15.40 to

Rogers for the Expos; St.Louis and Bob Forsch went
against Philadelphia and Larry Christenson; Cincinnati's
Frank Pastore faced Las Angeles and Jerry Reuss;
Atlanta's Phil Niekro went against San Diego and Juan
Eichelberger and Houston's Don Sutton pitched against
San Francisco, which countered with Doyle Alexander.
In the AL, Chicago's Richard Dotson pitched against
Boston's ,Kiennis Eckersley ; Kansas City's Dennis
Leonard faced Baltimore and Dennis Martinez;
Milwaukee sent Pete Vuckovich against Cleveland and
Bert Blyleven; Danny Darwin pitched for Texas against
New York's Tommy John; Toronto's Jim Clancy went
against Detroit and Milt Wilcox; Oakland started Rick
Langford against Minnesota and Roger Erickson and
California's Geoff Zahn was tapped to pitch against Seattle's Glenn Abbott.
Some players were somewhat tentative about starting
again after a long layoff.
"I think the big thing we have to deal with is our pitchers' control," said Cleveland pitching coach Dave Duncan."Most of our guys have good solid deliveries. They're
not like guys who have unorthodox styles and need time to
get their rhythm together. I think with the type of motions
our pitchers have,they'll be around the plate."
Noted Cincinnati catcher Joe Nolan: "None of our pitchers is really at top speed, but they all have pretty good
control."
Apparently fans haven't lost interest in the game as a
result of the first mid-season strike in baseball history.
Some teams report expectationsld if the strike hadn't interrupted the season," said Detroit Tigers assistant public
relations director Bob Miller, who expected about 25,000
for tonight's game.
Larry Shenk, PR man for the Phillies, said that some
50,000 tickets had been sold by the weekend. The Phillies
have a double-barreled drawing card. In the Cardinals,
they're playing a team that finished right behind them in
the first-half race, and in Pete Rose, they have a player
going for the NL's all-time hit record.
The 40-year-old Rose is tied with former Cardinal great
Stan Musial on the all-time hit list with 3,630.
"I don't feel any pressure," Rose said. "It's a foregone
conclusion I'll get the hit. I'll be up there swinging — and
just hope one drops in."

win. In the second 12-horse
elimination, Shiaway St.Pat
scored a 11
/
4-length triumph
over Banker Barker in 2:0235. He paid 97.20.
A win by either Olaf or
Shiaway &Pat in the 10horse raceoff would have
given them the Hambletonian vicory. Shiaway St.Pat
seemetto have it locked up
until he &'as caught at the,
wire, lasing by a head to
Super Juan, who paid $17.40
llow-tows dilemmas fads
and was timed at 2:021-5.
after a WELCOME WIMU sail.
Olaf broke stride at the start
As your Neaten, it's say lab to kelp yea maks tbe
and finished 10th.
most of year now solgirborbood. Our simppiag areas.
The Meadowlands will
Community opportunities. $po.lal attraotioas. Lids
host the Hambletonian for a
of fads to says yes time and mosey.
least another two years. This
Plus a basItot of gifts for year family.
year's purse was worth
bo listoaiNg for year salt.
$838,000. Next year it will be
e!come Wagon
$850,000. In 1983 it will be $1
million.
%lige King 492.4348
Mary Hamilton 753.5570
,

Gefting
made simple.
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GOODplYEAN
Tire and Rubber Co. Is Pleased To Announce That Their
Goodyear Service Store At 1 2th & Glendale Has Been Purchased By:

Rudolph Tires & Alignment Inc.
Locally Owned & Operated

Complete Goodyear Tire Line
Complete Auto Services Available
By Our Expert Mechanics
Visa-Mastercharge-Easy Terms Available
"We're Looking Forward To Serving You"

USEand OIL CHANGE
Includes chassis lube. tip
to five quarts major brand
motor oil and our 9-POINT
maintenance check. Oil
filter extra if needed

t I
-A17

—

,
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9-POINT Maintenance Check:
• Transmission fluid
• Battery cables
• Air filter
• • Power steering fluid
• Brake fluid
• Belts,and hoses
• batery water level
• Differential level
• Tire pressure and condition

bh,11111F

FRONTENDImprove Handling
ALIGNMENT -Boost MPG
50

2

Increase Read Life

• Inspect all four tires • Correct air pressure
• Set front wheel camber.
i
caster and toe to proper alignment
• Inspect steering and
---isuspension systems
U S cars and imports frIM arkustat's suspension
Includes front wheel drive Chevene trucks and cars recomrip
MacPherson Strut correction extra

(PER TIRE
--SALE!
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Polyester WW
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Goodyear Original
All Season Tiempo
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Woman Enters Mrs. America To Get Across Health Message
By KARREN MILLS
of her breasts removed and
Associated Press Writer
reconstructed two years ago,
EDINA, Minn. ( AP) — was crowned Mrs. MinPutting aside her modesty to nesota for 1961 and tied for
enter the Mrs. Minnesota fifth place in the Mrs.
contest was a small price to America pageant in Las
pay, Joan Sewall says, if it Vegas this year.
meant she could help save
She said she didn't like the
the lives of other women and idea of beauty contests, but
make those women happier. entered the competition
Mrs. Sewall, who had both ,because she had a message

THE ACES*IRA
"He that stays in the valley shall never get over the
hill." — Joao Ray.

G. CORN, JR.

NORTH
11-111-A
•K Q 107 5
•I
•K 107
•K 9 6 2
WEST

Declarer barely made it
to the lowest slope in the
play of today's tantalizing
game. He placed all hope in
the location of one key card
and he never did see the
other side of the hill.
Declarer's heart ace won
and trumps were drawn in
three rounds. Next came
three rounds of clubs hoping
that suit would split. It
didn't and West exited with
a fourth club which declarer
ruffed. Remembering
West's vulnerable overcall,
declarer led a low diamond
to dummy's king and when
East won the ace, it was all
over. The defense took two
more diamonds and the
game was one down.
North pointed out that a
better line of play would
have been to finesse twice in
the diamond suit, playing
West for either the queen or
jack. East had bid also and
there was no certainty that
the disunond- ace was With
West. ,
North was right as far as
he went--the double diamond finesse is about twice
as good as the play declarer
chose. However, there was
yet a better play available.
After taking the heart, ace,
declarer should draw
trumps, ruff a heart and
play three rounds of clubs.
West exits with a club which
declarer ruffs and with all
side suits stripped, declarer
leads a diamond, covering
whatever card West might
play. In this layout,
dummy's seven goes to

1111Q.11072
•Q 6 4
•Q.1107

EAST
•4 3 2
V9643
IIAJ32
•5 4

SOUTH
•A.1936

'AS
•9 I 5
•A113

VulaerabVe: East-West
Dealer: South. The bidding:
Seed
l•
Pius

West
2,
Pass

North
3r*
41*

East
4,
All
pass

Opening lead Heart king
East's jack but the contract
Is now safe. East must
either lead a diamond or
surrender a ruff and discard
and declarer has his 10th
trick.
Bid with Cora

South holds:

8-10-A

•A.19116
*905
•A13
a.
Seed
10

Nardi
30

ANSWER: Four spades. A
nice hand, but not enough
extra values to spur any
slam interests at this time.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12243, Dallas. Texas 75225,
with mil-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.
CaleYrteat 1421
United Femme Syud.cata

Dr. Walter Jones
Announces
the closing of
his practice of
Ophthalmology
in Murray
August 31st, 1981.
Arrangements may be
made to transfer
records at
•

753-0374

she wanted to get across and
decided the competition
would be the best way to
reach a large audience.
Her message:
Women who face a high
risk of developing breast
cancer should know they
have the option — although
controversial — of having
their breasts removed and
rebuilt before the cancer
develops.
And women who have their
breasts removed and
reconstructed, either as a
preventive measure or
because they have developed
cancer, should know that
clothing can indeed look
great on them.
"I also wanted to show
that age does not mean fat,
cellulose and being put on
the shelf," saididrs. Sewall,
a lithe, 46-year-old mother of

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP),
— An all-day hearing hai
been scheduled Aug. 19 by
the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance for more
than 200 candidates who
were delinquent with campaign spending reports due
after the May 26 primary.
Some of the candidates
failed to meet the June 30
deadline, while others have
not filed the required reports
with the registry.
Craig speculated that the
registry might ask the state
attorney general to take
steps to collect the unpaid
fines.
The registry acts as a watchdog over state election
laws.
The power of the registry
was strengthened by the 1980
General Assembly and it
handed down its first fines
for delinquent spending
reports during a similar
hearing in June.
Despite more than $21,000
in fines handed out that day
to more than 180 candidates
who were late with reports
-,due before the primary, the
number of delinquent candidates for the post-primary
report grew.
John Craig, executive

By The Associated Press
Mechanical troubles forced Florida officials to
postpone an aerial pesticide
assault against a destructive
pest today as what appeared
to be another Mediterranean
fruit fly was discovered outside the planned spray zone,
authorities said.
Florida Agriculture Commissioner Doyle Conner said
the newly discovered fly was
found Sunday evening and
was flown to Washington for
laboratory identification.
Doyle said he expected confirmation that the bug was
indeed a medfly.
"That doesn't surprise us,
it just disappoints us," Conner said.
Officials had planned today to begin aerial spraying
of the pesticide malathion

Choose between a number of recent trade-ins ranging from Boss
boats, ski boats, family pontoons at low, low prices and close out
pries on a selection of demonstrators.
We've got some red hot priats1
e even have paddle boats - new and used. Canoes and what
hove you.
us for anything you need at clean up close out prices.
Gra $on McClure

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Pono,omo Shrous on Kentucky lake
0,1 cw 180 r,Itc•

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

director of the registry, said
he was really not that surprised.
"After an election in the
past we have had this problem," Craig said. "When a
candidate loses, he thinks
that is it, even though it is in
all the literature we send
them that they have to file a
report regardless of whether
they win or lose.
"There tends to be a let
down after an election," he
said.
Craig said that nearly all
of the candidates who are
delinquent on the postprimary report lost. He said
the few winners who were
late have filed their reports.
Craig said that as of
Thursday,62 of the 224 delinquent candidates had not filed their post-primary
reports.
The spending reports must
disclose all receipts and expenditures related to the
campaign and list individual
contributors of $100 or more
and all expenditures of 850 or
more.
Reports must be filed 32and 12 days before an .election and 30 days after an
election. Candidates are
given a five-day grace
period.

DR.TOM WALLACE

Craig said any fines handed down at the Aug. 19
meeting will cover the
period from June 30 until the
reports were received in hisoffice.
If the registry follows the
pattern set at its June
meeting, it will hand down
stiffer penalties for those
candidates who have not filed any report.
Craig said most of the current delinquencies are first
time offenders. He said only
40 were also late with one of
the pre-primary reports.
Craig said many of those
Lined at the June hearing
have paid their penalties,
although some have still not
been collected. He said
notices are being sent to
those candidates giving
them a final deadline of Aug.
30 to pay their fines.
He said any that have not
been received by that time
will be considered by the
registry at its regular
quarterly meeting Sept. 16.

Pastor, Beth Haven Baptist Church
Louisville, Kentucky
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over a nine-square-mile area
around a tree In Tampa
where three medflies were
discovered in a trap last
Tuesday, the first finding of
the pest in Florida in 18
years.
At about 7:30 a.m.,
however, officials had to
scrub spraying for the day
because of a helicopter
engine failure. Another
helicopter would be brought
in to begin spraying Tuesday
morning,officials said.
Conner said the fourth fly
was found about a half-mile
south of the area to be
sprayed, and indicated a
wider spray area must now
be considered. The original
target was an area within a
1%-mi1e radius of the Tampa
tree.
Meanwhile, California
authorities worried that a
growing infestation would
force quarantine of a fourth
agriculture-rich county.
Florida officials, concerned about the state's $4
billion-a-year produce industry — particularly the
lucrative citrus groves that
start just miles from where
the flies were found — charged that the medflies came
from California.
An extra 1,000 cardboard
traps were being set up in
Tampa, increasing the
number of medfly traps
agricultural workers check
daily to more than 1,400,
King said.
In California, Santa Cruz
County officials planned to
meet today, the first day of
the apple harvest, to discuss
the discovery of an eggladen fruit fly outside the
three-county quarantine
zone.
The fly was found Saturday 30 miles southwest of the
zone where officials thought
they had contained the pest,
which deposits its eggs
under the skin of many fruit
and vegetables.
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Troubles Force Delay
Of Florida Spraying

Of Any Kind!

Don McClure

organizations, conventions, swimsuit competition. I'd — which made her chances cancer are only 2 percent
luncheons, church groups or never wear anything like of developing breast cancer following the surgery.
24 times greater than the However, the preventive
any other interested people. that normally," she said.
She works in cooperation
"But you put your toe ir average. She had many surgery is still controversial
with department stores.
the water and you find that cysts in each breast, any one among physicians.
Mrs. Sewell presented her you can do it," Mrs. Sewall of which could have become
fashion show in the talent said, adding that she receiv- cancerous. There were too
competition of both the Mrs. ed strong support from her many cysts to make biopsy
Mrs. family and friends.
Minnesota and
feasible in determining if
America pageants.
Mrs. Sewall is a veteran any of the cysts were maligNot until the end of the when it comes to knowing nant,she said. t
Subscribers who have not
fashion show 'does she the importance of such sup"Normally, one woman in received their home-delivered
11 will develop breast copy of The Natt19 Leiser & bow by.
disclose that she has had her port in a crisis.
breasts removed , and
cancer,"
she said, "and 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or bti
She and her husband,
reconstructed. And to those Michael, found out 18 years 35,000 women will die of 3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged3
to call /53-1914 between 5:36 p.a. .6
in the audience who didn't ago that their oldest son, breast cancer in the United eel I L. Noisy bra* fray, w
know beforehand, the Christopher, now 22, is men- States this year."
3:31pA. aid I pie. Sebrdses,
Mrs. Sewall said she had
disclosure is usually a big tally handicapped.
A circulation department emsurprise.
"I didn't think I could han- consulted with several doc- ployee is on duty during these
Competing in the pageants dle it. It took several years. tors before making the deci- time periods to insure delivery
wasn't easy for Mrs. Sewall, It's been a growing time," sion to undergo the con- of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed bylp.. weekdays(Whowever.
Mrs. Sewall said. "I've troversial surgery, in which I pa. Saturdays to guarantee
and
"I have my privacy
learned by having all these doctors removed the breast delivery.
my modesty. I had a very things happen that we all tissue, then inserted silicone
The regular business office
hard time wearing that low- have our limitations in all bags filled with saline solu- hours of The Mem Lodger 4 Tian- '
tion behind the chest muscle are I a... a 5 Om, Monday
cut bathing suit that areas."
through Friday and Le. Is uses.form new breasts.
everyone has to wear in the
to
Then, two years ago, she
Saturdays.
Doctor say Mrs. Sewall's
found herself facing another
crisis — fibrocystic disease chances of developing breast

Hearing Set For Candidates
With Delinquent Reports

NEED A BOAT?

Sipe

three sons who stands 5-foot8 and weighs 125 pounds.
"I VMS the oldest of all the
contestants in both
pageants," she said. "In
Chicago, where the Mrs.
Minnesota pageant wq held,
the average age was16. In
Las Vegas,..the contestants
ranged from 20 to 46."
Mrs. Sewall had a double
subcutaneous mastectomy
and reconstruction because
she had fibrocystic disease
and faced an extremely high
risk of developing cancer.
"I felt for a time that no
one would want to look at me
again," said Mrs. Sewall,
who worked as a model
before her marriage.
But Mrs. Sewall is not a
quitter. She resumed her
modeling career, putting
together a one-woman
musical fashion show for
presentation to women's
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SEND PART OF
MURRAY TO SCHOOL
WITH THEM!

Going away to college is a thrilling experience in
any students life, but it is also a time of unfamilar
faces, and far away places. We at the Murray Ledger
and Times have a way for the college student in
your life to take a little bit of Murray with them.Just
fill out the convenient coupon below and he or she
will be able to keep up with day by day accounts of
whats happening with friends and family in Murray.
For just $32.50 you can send 9 mo. of the Murray
Ledger and Times to your student .. the dosest
thing to home.

4

C0 UPON

Name Of Student
School
Street
City_ _ __State__ _ Zip._
Gaps.Most Its beamed
With 832.50 To Cover 9 mo. maM
subscription is stalest. Al subscriptions pd. au advance.

For More Information
(
Contact T.P. Delaney,Jr.
Circulation Dept. Mips
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Name Changes Are Common In Kentucky

-

tensely that iffhen he became
of age, he went to court and
had it changed to a name
that was more pleasing to his
ears — Horatio Mudwacker.
Granted, the above is an
absurd story. Nonetheless,

By GARTH GA MBLIN
Madisonville Messenger
MADISONVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Did you hear the one
about a man named Belasky
Shertors?
He disliked his name so in-

people are very serious
about changing their names.
Hopkins District Judge
Laurence Gordon says that
he gets about one name
change a month in his court.
"Ninety-nine percent of

them are the changing of
children's names," he explained. "A mother is unmarried. A year or so later,
she gets married and her
husband has agreed to give
the child his name."

According to the judge, all And the parents ( one parent the court district where the
name changes have to come in cases where the other person resides. "If the perthrough district court. "Ken- parent is deceased) or a son lives on a military post
tucky law," he says, "per- guardian can have the name or reservation it must be
mits anyone 18 or older to of a child changed."
done in the district court adhave their name changed for
The process of changing a jacent to that area," Gordon
whatever reason they like. name must be done through explained.
Most cases of namechanging are a formality.
The new name takes effect
the second the judge signs
the order.
However, Gordon said,
At Lake Charles, Gwatney
by the barricade, and my
"there
are cases where one
a
fight
said
out
as
broke
feet were shoved under the
barricade. It felt like a ton crowds were leaving the parent wants to change the
benefit concert held by local name of a child, and the
was on my feet."
bands in the park next to the other parent objects. After
William Garrison, pro- downtown Civic Center. He the petition is filed, the
moter of the Baton Rouge said the first fight was quick- papers have to be served on
concert, said: "I think the ly broken up by police, but the party that objects to the
heat caused all the pro- about five minutes later new name being changed. And
blems. It panicked the peo- fighting erupted in the rear then we have a hearing on
of the civic center. In- both sides of the case."
ple."
In the case of the unwed
vestigators found a man lying face down, hit in the face mother, who later marries,
if the child's natural father
with a beer bottle.
Other fights then broke objects, a hearing would
out, said Gwatney, and his have lobe held.
"Anyone seeking to have
men called for help. The
violence ultimately involved their name changed, or the
as many as 1,000 people. He name of a child changed,
said it had to be quelled by 70 files an application with the
ding. An eight-member officers.
court asking that the name
House delegation, for examDuring the fighting, a man be changed," the judge said.
ple, is journeying to six identified by Gwatney as "The petition states the facts
African nations and plans to Steve Guillory, 28, grabbed a in the court, including the
look into the severe plight of pistol from the holster of a name and address of the perrefugees in Somalia, one of policeman who was trying to son who seeks to have their
the Third Worlds most im- subdue him for resisting ar- name changed. If the person
poverished countries.
rest. The other officer saw is a child, the name of the
That 18-day mission is be- Guillory wave the pistol in parent, parents, or guardian
ing led by Rep. Howard the air and fire twice, the must appear on the petiWolpe,D-Mich., chairman of chief said.
tion."
the House Foreign Affairs
The judge says that,
One shot hit Guillory in the
aubcommittee on Africa. In side, Gwatney said. He said assuming no one contests the
addition to Somalia, the a bystander, Joseph Lee change, the order is signed
ielegation plans to visit Henry, 20, apparently was in the new name of the perNigeria, Angola, South hit in the left thigh by one of son, with age and place of
Africa, Zimbabwe and the two bullets fired by the birth, and names of the
Kenya.
•
parents ,entered into the
officer.

Rock Fans iniured In La. Concerts
BATON ROUGE,La.(AP)
— A crowd of rock fans nearly six times larger than expected surged toward a
stage at an outdoor arena
near Baton Rouge, injuring
38 people, while a rock concert 150 miles away ended in
fights that left two people
shot and two stabbed, police
said.
The first incident erupted
Sunday afternoon at the East
Baton Rouge Parish Fair
Grounds after a crowd of
85,000 turned out for a concert featuring rock performers Rick James, Teens
Marie and a group called
Cameo.
Police and witnesses said
an announcement of a delay
touched off a surge toward
the stage that, together with
people throwing fireworks,
stampeded the crowd. Sponsors had expected only
15,000, but police said 25,000
to 30,000 crowded the
fairgrounds, and the rest of
the crowd was outside. They
said traffic was backed up
for six miles.
At Lake Charles, west of
Baton Rouge, a policeman
shot two fans at a muscular

dystrophy benefit after one
of them grabbed a gun from
an officer who was trying to
stop fighting that eventually
involved an estimated 1,000
people, said Police Chief
Jimmy Gwatney.
In East Baton Rouge,state
police first thought "a
stampede" was triggered by
audio equipment falling

from a stage onto some spectators. But later, East Baton
Rouge Parish sheriff's
spokesman Randy Thompson said a combination of
things caused the panic.
"The crowd at one point
pushed forward, trying to
get closer and closer to the
stage, and a restraining
fence collapsed," said

Fact-Finding Trips Not Junkets
According to Congressmen
By BARTON REPPERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Members of Congress by the
dozens are spending their
summer vacations on
taxpayee-paid trips to
beckoning
destinations
around the globe, from sundrenched Bermuda to Fiji in
the South Seas,from Paris to
Hong Kong.
Officially, the travels are
"fact-finding trips" or
"congressional study missions." Many senators and
House members resent it

IBM announces
Datamaster.
The all-business small business system.
Starting at under $10,000.
System/23 Datamaster is the new IBM desktop
computer that puts data and word processing
together in a comprehensive, low-cost b ness
system.
IBM built Datamaster from the ground up to
give you the capabilities, functions and support
you require in a small business computer. Among
its many features:
• Comprehensive business accounting•Ease of use
• Word Processing capability•Growth capacity
• Comprehensive support•Dependable service
The price? $9,830 for data processing. $12,030
for word processing, too. Plus software and maintenance.
IBM SystemJ23 Datamaster. It's the desktop
system that's all business. Why not judge it for
yourself?

A little II1M can mean a lot offreedom.
Be sure to attend our Open House
• Wedassday, August 12
Sessions ft& IiAM.1.3 and GPM
Holiday Inn—Jos Clifton Drive

when someone calls such ex- sponsored Sinai force.
cursions junkets.
Traveling with Zablocki
They say the United are Reps. William S. BroomStates' global respon- field, R-Mich.; Paul Findley,
sibilities and Congress' ex- R-I11.; Larry Winn Jr., Rpanded role in shaping Kan.; Robert J. Lagomarforeign policy make it sino, &Calif.; Joel Pritnecessary for them to take chard, R-Wash., and Frank
advantage of every oppor- Annunzio,D-Ill.
A different public relations
tunity to escape Washington
and broaden their first-hand approach — saying as little
knowledge about foreign as possible — has been
leaders and cultures.
adopted by the House Armed
To help minimize accusa- Services Committee regartions of junketing,some con- ding a week-long trip by
gressional committees issue Rep. Ken Kramer, R-Colo.,
announcements spelling out and four. other committee
in detail the specific items of members to Bermuda and
government business to be Panama.
handled at various stops Secretaries at the commitalong a delegation's route.
tee's office said they knew
For instance, the 18-day nothing about the trip. Staff
trip to New Zealand, director John J. Ford and
Australia and Southeast Asia general counsel William H.
'Ithis month by House Foreign Hogan Jr., to whom
Affairs Committee Chair- reporters were referred,
man Clement J. Zablocki, D- declined to return several
Wis., and six other con- calls inquiring about the
gressmen includes a brief trip's purpose and other
stop in the tropical Fiji details.
Other sources said the
'Islands.
A committee press release Armed Services group planwas careful to point out that ned to inspect military conthis stopover would be utiliz- struction projects, receive
ed "to discuss matters of briefings on the readiness of
mutual interest including Fi- US. forces, visit a Navy
jian participation in the underwater weapons
Sinai peacekeeping force." laboratory on Bermuda and
Fijian officials have, in meet with officials of the
fact, initialed an agreement Panama Canal Commission.
to provide a 500-man infan- Some of the congressional
try battalion for the US.- forays may be more deman-

Retiring Police Chief
Finds Old Combination
PONTIAC, Ill. (AP) —
Retiring Police Chief Edward Hamilton hit paydirt
when he cleaned out his desk
on his last day of work.
Deep in the recesses was a
piece of paper with the combination to a safe that had
not been opened for at least
16 years.
The safe was opened Friday, and, to the surprise of
everyone at City Hall, more
than 11,200 in change was
found.

For infornationZTY
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502)4424027

"Best of all, it's silver
coins," Mayor Dale Campbell said. Silver coins are
worth far more than their
face value because of their
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Thompson."Then,there was
another report of fireworks
in the crowd and the crowd
panicked."
"Everything went crazy,"
said Cheryl Williams, 14, of
Baton Rouge. "People
started running and pushing
and shoving. They ran
toward the stage. I was standing two feet from the stage,

.753-tads

NTERIORS

r"..1;767-7kar d In Friday's Paper.
For Our Bedding Specials

metal content.
Campbell said the safe used to hold parking meter
money, fines and bicycle
license fees. The combination was misplaced years
ago, but no one was concerned because they thought the
safe was empty,he said.
When the door swung
open, a coffee can and
leather bag full of change
and rolls of coins were
revealed.
"There were pennies,
Indies, dimes, quarters and
half dollars," said Treasurer
Willie Bradley. "No silver
dollars, but there were some
silver certificates." The
money was given to Mrs.
Bradley for inventory.
She said there appeared to
be more than $100 in silver
certificates, paper bills once
redeemable for silver. The
rest was being separated
Monday into years and
nints. The most recent coins
were from 1962.
"Some of these coins are
just beautiful,"she said.
She also discovered a 14carat gold wedding band in
the bottom of the coffee can
and assumes that somebody
used the ring to pay a fine.
SOCIAL ACCESS
NEW YORK (AP) — For
the many solo men and
women traveling today on
business, a market-research
expert suggests an acceptable way to meet people.
"ff restaurants in hotels
promoted the option of dining at a leanly style' table
for 'single' diners, the
clientele would be enthusiastic and the word
would spread, improving
business for the restaurant,
too," said Judith Langer,
president of a marketresearch firm here and
publisher of "The Langer
Report," which studies consumer attitudes and
behavior.

order book of the district
court. The change is also
certified and recorded in the
county court clerk's office."
Gordon says they used to
be filed only in the canny
clerk's office. "Now they are
also on file in the clerk's office of the district court," he
said, "and both places are
public records."
The change usually goes to
the Bureau of Vital Statistics
in Frankfort. Generally,said
Gordon, "the person obtaining the name change,
whether it be an adult or an
adult obtaining a change for
the child, will get a certified
copy of the order and send it
to the Bureau."
Gordon said that a person
can get his name changed
for any reason. "The Vast
majority are for children
whose mother has married
and she wants her children
to have the same name as
her husband. However, we
occasionally get someone in
here that wants their 'lane
changed simply beaase they
don't like their present
name. I had one only a few
months ago."
Gordon said the reason for
changing a name doesn't
have to be pure. "It can be a
good reason or it can be for a
bad reason," he answered
when asked if someone could
legally get their name
changed in an attempt to
disguise a criminal or bad
credit records.
"If Johnny Cheat who has
cheated everybody in the
county wanted to change his
name to Johnny Goodboy, he
could do so." •

ANNOUNCING
Murray Appliance's
ENERGY-SAVING

n

MICROWAVE
DEMONSTRATION
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8111
"
WITH A PLACE
10PUT It
••1

Electronic
llicroTouch controls
Automatic CookLi* Control for
most cooking
needs, sensor
plus Auto-Roast.

cm_ - 14
JZT ISO

oinahw
APPPMEMP.
Ar

Demonstration Presented By
G.E.'s Trained Home Economist,
Delores Hallam

Built-in DoubleL'.!'- stylidoubles oven ripacltar. Removable.

Cooking oontrol
Automatic Cooking C ntrol
makes.micro-save cooking
e .

And a Cook Code setting.

Time: 3 o'clock p.m. to 7 o'clock
Date: August 14, 1981
Location: Murray Appliance Co.
212 Main St.

All G.E. Microwaves reduced from $100-$150.00 during
Demonstration hours. If you are going to buy a microwave
prices will never ba this low again. We carry parts and service
G.E. microwaves.

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
2 1 2 E MAIN

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS

753.15
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Low sperm count

'01

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D

DEAR DR LAMB
My
husband and 1 have been
trying to have a baby for
more than two years 1 was
tested and the doctor said
everything was OK My husband went to a urologist who
said his sperm count was
below normal, about half
what it should be. He prescribed Clomid for my
husband, but his sperm
count never increased
substantially More recently
Cortisone. 10 mg, was
prescribed
Is it possible for me to get
pregnant with a sperm count
that low" Is there anything
that can raise my husband's
count enough for me to be
able to conceive" We are
both 22 and desperately
want children of our own.
DEAR READER - domid is better known to most
as a fertility pill for women
But it has been used successfully to raise the sperm
count in many infertile men_
Like most things, it doesn't
work all the time. I'm not
sure why your husband's
doctor is prescribing Cortisone It is a hormone from
the adrenal gland cortex and

has no relationship to fertility unless a person is deficient in that hormone In
that case there would usually be a lot more wrong than
just a low sperm count.
However, thyroid was an old
standby years ago when doctors didn't have the powerful
tools available today
If your husband happens
to have a varicocele, it could
be a factor in his low sperm
count Varicoceles are dilated veins to the testicles that
are esserttrally varicose
veins They interfere with
the temperature control of
the testicles, which is very
important to their function.
As The Health Letter
number 17-4, Male Reproductive Function, that I am
sending you points out, such
varicoceles can be the cause
of infertility in about half of
sterile men. Other factors.
including jockey-type underwear, can affect temperature which in turn affects
fertility.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspa-
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OKAY, 13U6 WHAT
ARE YOU DOING IN
MY SUPPER DISH?

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Carrespoodent
LONDON (AP) Historically speaking, and
Fleet Street scribblers to the
contrary, there were actually two great weddings of the
century.
There was the wedding
here at St. Paul's of the
Prince of Wales, the heir to
the British throne, to the
former Lady Diana Spencer.
And a decade or three ago
in a disputed part of the
kingdom just an island
away,there was the wedding
of himself, Lord of hardscribble house, also known
as myself, to the former
Brigid Mary Murphy of
Meighfoner, Mullaghbawn,
County Armagh, Northern
Ireland.
On the eve of Charles' wedding, the royal firemaster
set off 2L2 tons of fireworks
in Hyde Park,culminating in
a corruscating, turning

per, P0 Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
It only takes one healthy
sperm cell to induce a pregnancy There is no set rule.
However, men with very low
sperm counts often are
infertile.
DEAR DR LAMB - I
would like some information
on spicy foods. My husband
has been told by the doctor
not to eat spicy foods and we
are not quite sure what is
classified es spicy. Are mustard and horseradish considered spicy?
DEAR READER - Yes,
mustard and horseradish are
spicy foods. So is pepper and
any other food additives that
contain anything that is hot
to taste. That will include
the chili peppers and cayenne pepper Garlic is not
hot but it is a spice. Curry
powder is another example.
The next time you are in
your grocery store, take a
look at the section marked
spice - those are the things
your doctor wants you to
avoid, plus any foods that
contain these substances.
Spicy foods have different
effects on different people.
They can be very irritating
to the digestive tract if there
is already acid indigestion or
a colon problem. If that is
the reason your doctor
wants your husband to avoid
these foods, he should also
avoid all the beverages that
contain caffeine: coffee, tea,
colas and chocolate. And he
should also avoid decaffeinated coffee.

WELL, I NATE TO
TELL YOU THIS

SHE ISN'T
HOME

Charles had a bachelor
party, a last night out with
the lads, at White's Club in
Pall Mall, with cold beef,
raspberries and cream, etc.,
washed down with bottles of
his favorite champagne,
Bollinger '75. The prince was
back in Buckingham Palace
by 12:30 a.m., and the club
manager described the affair as "a quiet Hooley."
Webster says a Hooley is
"a wild drunken Irish party," and on John Bull's other
island there is no such thing
as a quiet one. The only thing
I recall about the wake het8
for me in Hanlon's Public
House is that a local farmer

Reagan Proposes New
'GI Bill' For Combat
WASHINGTON (AP) The Reagan administration
next year hopes to propose a
new ''GI Bill" that may pay
for a college education for
men who serve in combat
jobs, the Pentagon's top
manpower official said Sunday.

Weekend Traffic
Accidents Result In
Deaths Of Four
By The Associated Press
Traffic accidents over the
weekend resulted in four
deaths, according to state
police, including two victims
of a Saturday crash in
Henderson County.
The deaths raised the
state's 1981 traffic death toll
to 491, compared with 469
through Aug.9 last year.
Robert Staser, 33, of Utica,
and his daughter, Jessica, 2,
were killed when the car in
which they were riding collided with a van on U.S. 41
about five miles south of Anthoston.
Mary H. Staser, 27, wife of
the victim and believed to be
the driver of the car, was
listed in serious condition at
Community
Henderson
Methodist Hospital. Her
daughter Melissa, 4, was
also reported in serious condition at the same hospital.

catherine wheel hundreds of
feet above the ancient dueloaks.
On the eve of our wedding,
the IRA blew up seven miles
of the main line tracks
between Belfast and Dublin
near the Newry viaduct.

"We want to expand the
pool of people willing to
serve," said Lawrence J.
Korb, assistant secretary of
defense for manpower.
"This will make it easier to
sustain a volunteer
military."
Experiments under way in
various parts of the country
will be evaluated after the
close of the current fiscal
year, Sept. 30, before the administration's task force on
military personnel decides
on precisely what to recommend, Korb said.

arms. We don't want to attract into the infantry a
young man who would have
enlisted in the Navy
anyhow."
The combat arms are the
infantry, artillery and tank
units of the Army and the
Marine Corps. Ever since
the end of the draft in 1973,
those units, which have the
most arduous and most
dangerous jobs of all, have
had trouble attracting
.enough enlistments to keep
the ranks filled. Present law
forbids the use of women in
those jobs.
Previous "GI Bills" after
World War II, the Korean
War and the Vietnam War
gave substantially the same
benefits to all regardless of
military assignment.

leading a herd of cattle back
from the field in Camlough
stopped in. I can't say we
carroused until the cows
came home, because they
were still in the parking lot
next morning.
There were boy sopranos,
trumpet voluntaries and the
Bach chorale at the royal
wedding. And New Zealand
soprano Kim Te Kanawa,
direct from the Royal Opera
House at Covent Garden
trilling out "Let the bright
Seraphin's" from Handel's
"Sampson."
We had a boozy old prima
donna direct from a long
standing engagement at
Hanlon's Saturday night
singalongs who rendered
"Whispering Hope" in a
shattering vibrato that,
given a bit more carrying
power, would
have
decimated the Waterford
glass works.
The Prince and Princess of
Wales went off in the horsedrawn state landeau to the
honeymoon train waiting at
Waterloo Station to take
them to Broadlands, the late
Earl Mountbatten of
Burma's estate in Hampshire. Hundreds of
thousands cheered them
along the way.
We went off in a huff, a
horse-drawn huff as it turned
out, because Patsy
Dologan's pre-war Humber
broke down. The train to
Cork was delayed, because
of those missing sections of
track,and when we got to the
dock at Cobh, there was
some rnixup about the
steamer tickets. For the
crossing to New York on the
S.S. America, U.S. Lines had
me in cabin class and the
wife down in steerage.
I still have a few swizzle
sticks left from the cabin
class bar of the old America
in case anyone is interested
in souvenirs of the other
wedding of the century. The
wife somehow doesn't fancy
them.

Since no details are firm,
he said he could not give an
estimate of how much college educations would cost
the government, or what the
requirements might be.
"One of the problems
could be that we don't want
to rob one service for
another. We want to design a
program to put high-quality
people in the places they're
most needed - the combat
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By Abigail Van Buren

Daughter's Suicide
May Prevent Others
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, Karen, always read your
column. This pleased her mother and me because we think
your advice is especially useful to young people.
Two weeks ago we came home and found our beautiful
and gifted 18-year-old daughter dead! She had shot herself
with the .22 rifle I had bought for our young son to use on a
rifle range. We had never had a gun in the house before
because I had always heard that they were more dangerous
to the family than anyone. Now I keep telling myself that if
a gun had not been available, Karen might have gotten
through her crisis.
I have two reasons for writing. First, to ask you to
encourage teen-agers who have problems to try to talk to
their parents or a professional person. We had no idea
Karen had any problems. After her death, her sister told us
that Karen had used some drugs, including LSD, about two
years ago, and although she had quit,she continued to have
withdrawal symptoms. She had told her sister that she
thought she was "crazy" because occasionally she had
memory problems and hallucinated.
We thought we knew Karen, but apparently we didn't. It
was her only attempt at suicide, and as far as we know, she
never spoke of it to anyone.
My second reason for writing is to ask you about an
organization for people who have lost a child. You mentioned it in your column, but we never dreamed that we
would need it. Thank you, Abby.
JOHN E. GLASCO, WICHITA, KAN.
DEAR MR, GLASCO: My heart goes out to you and
your family. Please don't blame yourself, as most
parents of suicides are wont to do. Everyone is
responsible for his own actions.
Please send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to
The Compassionate Friends, P.O. Box 1347, Oakbrook, III. 60531. You will be put in touch with the
chapter nearest you. This fine organization is comprised of parents who have lost a child and have
banded together to provide emotional support to
others who need help in handling one of life's
greatest tragedies - the loss of a child.
DEAR ABBY: You recently published only a portion of a
poem titled "Forgiveness." I loved it and have been trying
ever since to locate it. Will you please publish the entire
poem? It has a very special meaning for me. Thank you!
PERSONAL REASONS
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3. Card of Thanks
The family of Tommy Wilson
wishes to express their
gratitude for the prayers,
support, and love given to
Tommy and his family
Thanks to everyone who
helped support St Judes in
Tommy's fund raising drive
Wade, Shirely. and Steve
Wilson

5. Lost & Found
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15, Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
29. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes Fix Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

5
By Power Custom
Ind. Mo - Custom
Built 44 Cal. Mag.
8 inch barrel

$995.00
Smith & Wesson
Model No.629
Stainless Steel
44 Mag. 6" barrel
- full target
presentation. The
only one in
Calloway County.

$675.00
Silver Er
Gold
Pawn
Shop
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m.to8 p.m.
753-7113
Reward for information on
who broke into Bob
Hibbard's cabin on Blood
River. Information confidential, $250 (901)2473761 •

Lost, small black and tan
female beagle, in GoloKirksey area. Wearing
collar, which has wrong
phone no. Call 489-2885
after 6 p.m. Reward
offered.

6. Help Wanted
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RN or LPN
Tired of hospital schedules?
Schedule your own hours.
Perform life insurance
medical evaluations. Ideal
part time job for Murray
nurse not working full time.
(901)424-2926.
Cashier, 12 to 7. 6 days a
week, $3.35 per hour.
Action
Personnel.
753-6532.
tashier, Deli help, sacker,
stocker.
Experienced
please. Apply in person
before 10 am. Owens Food
Market.
Clean-up man, for used
cars, experienced. $4-$5
per hour. Action Personnel,
753-6532.
Cosmotologist Career and
goal oriented. Solid background in perm and color.
Outstanding opportunity for
right person to manage
modern salon. Salon has
private entrance, lounge,and phone for staff. If you
are a pro and want higher
than average income, call
753-2266 for confidential
interview. (759-4683 after
p.m.)

14

29 tc
Phoni

Need
oak v
ever.
527-1

100
wired
753-6
Dian
Call)

Order
seasa
436-2

Sod-G
Sold
50t
(502):

Demonstrators needed to
sell House of Lloyd toys and
gifts. Home party plan. Free
kit. Call 759-4807.

Brass
$100.
$100.
Call?

Excellent Manager oppty. in
Jewelry home shows. Free
Hostess Gifts including
14kt gold. High weekly
comm. No investment. Call
Jlry. Co.
free Lisa
1-800-631-1258.
Experienced technician for
dental crown and bridge
lab. Excellent working
conditions. Call S.D.S.. 725
Lone Oak Dr., Paducah,
502-442-7777.

Good
Cu, ft
Call 4

Jobs Overseas`Big money
fast. $20,000 to $50,000
plus per year. Call 1-716842-6000. Ext. 1705.
REPAIR
MACHINERY
TRAINEES
Openings for 17-34. No
experience required. Call
Mon-Wed 8am-2pm, 1-800238-5581.
NUCLEAR PLANT OPERATOR TRAINEE
No experience necessary.
Immediate openings for
high school grads 17-24.
Program includes hands-on
experience at a nuclear
generating plant. Full pay
while training. Call toll free
Mon-Wed 8am-2pm, 1-800238-5581.
Need responsible lady to
care for infant. Prefer in
Stella or Kirksey area. Call
759-1751 or 489-2154.
Secretary wanted with
payroll experience. Send
resume to P O. Box 1055,
Murray, KY.

DEAR REASONS: A surprising number of readers
also requested it, so here it is:
Forgiveness
by George Roemisch
Forgivenesi is the wind-blown bud which blooms in
placid beauty at Verdun.
Forgiveness is the tiny slate-gray sparrow which has
built its nest of twigs and string among the shards
of glass upon the wall of shame.
Forgiveness is the child who laughs in merry ecstasy
beneath the toothed fence that closes in Da Nang.
Forgiveness is the fragrance of the violet which still
clings fast to the heel that crushed it.
'Forgiveness is the broken dream which hides itself
within the corner of the mind oft called forgetful-ness, so that it will not bring pain to the dreamer.
Forgiveness is the reed which stands up straight and
green when nature's mighty rampage halts, full
spent.
Forgiveness is•God who willsot leave us after all
we've done.

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

VETERANS
Immediate openings for
honorable discharged vets
out less than 48 months
Excellent benefits steady
advancement Call toll free
Mon-Wed Sam-2pm, 1-800-
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22. Musical

32. Apts. For Rent

WantedExperienced Piano Lessons. When start- 2 Bedroom apartments in
waitress. Steady work Call ing back to school, why not attractive setting Carpeted,
1-474-2259
for
an take piano lessons, too' Call central heat and air,
kitchen appliances fur489-2243. ask for Cinch
appointment
nished, washer and dryer
1. Storage Bldgs.
23. Exterminating
hookup 753-7559 or 1531550
Custom Built portable
buildings Call 753-0984
2 bedroom duplex, Westwood Subdivision Couples
9. Situation Wanted
only No pets or children.
Need a babysitter? Cali
Lease and deposit required.
759-1253.
Available Aug 16th. 7594509.
Senior at MSU needing
place to live this fall in
Apartment for rent, furexchange for odd jobs
nished, prefer college boy,
606-236-4438.
1 or 2. For more information, call 753-3964.
Want job doing housecleaning. Experienced, reEfficiency apartment, par26. TV-Radio
ferences. Call 436-2292.
tial utilities paid, girls
preferred. No pets. $85 per
Will babysit evenings and
month. Call 753-9741.
weekends. 795-1139.
Quiet furnished apartment
Will work on lawn mowers
near campus. 753-2977 or
Call 753-0751
1-527-1912 after 5 pm.
10. Business
Fimmosg On
Nice furnished 1 bedroom
Opportunity
apartment. Inquire at 100
Log House distributorlookS. 13th St.
ing for dealer. A chance to
(United Time)
Apartments for rent, near
make money, full time or
downtown Murray. 753part time. Investment
4109, or 436-2844.
required. Hendrix Kiln Dry
p.m.
Open
till
7
Two bedroom apt. Central
Log Homes. 502-729-4692;
heat aid air-conditioning.
after 5, 502-729-4572.
Carport and good closet
27.
Mobile
Homes
12. Insurance
space. Near town. $200 per
For Sale month, deposit required.
12x65' 78 model Phone No pets. Call 753-5788.
498-8585
33. Rooms for Rent
1971 12x64' 3 bedroom, Rooms for rent, 1 block
11
/
2 bath. Newly carpeted from University. Call 753throughout. Call after 5, 1812 or 753-6933.
753-4469.
34. Houses For Rent
1975 12x60 Viking, fur2 Bedroom house, 5 miles
nished. Washer, dryer,
north of Murray. Stove and
14. Want To Buy
dishwasher,
air- refrigerator furniture.
$160
conditioned,
utility pole, a month
29 to 30 gallon aquarium.
plus
deposit.
Call
underpinning. $4500 firm.
Phone 767-4455.
753-4661.
753-5867.
Need cash? Will buy white
3 Bedroom house newly
oak veneer. Highest prices 1975 Granville trailer, 2 decorated; air-conditioners,
bedrooms,
1 bath, .12x16 garden spot. No
ever. Direct buyer. Call
added room. Call after 4, miles west of pets. Four
527-1630.
Murray. $225
per month. Call 753-4406
15. Articles For Sale 437-4846.
2 Bedroom
100 Amp electric pole, furnished, trailer, 12x60 or 435-4119.
including washer 417 South 10th
wired for mobile home.
Reand dryer, $3500. Call decorated, 2(1A bedroom,
753-6731 after 5. $75.
759-1505 after 6 p.m.
unfurnishW.N-Yeferences,
Diamond ring, 58 points.
Extra nice large mobile lease. ipn plus deposit
Call 753-9693.
home, 1080 sq. ft. living 753-8198 evenings
Firewood
space, 11
/
2 bath, central
Order now and burn heat and air, other extras. furnished year around
cabin, Pine Bluff Shores
seasoned wood this winter. Call 436-5675.
One year lease, $2400.
436-2758.
For sale, trailer, 10x55'. 753-5791, 759-1074, 753Sod-Good KY Bluegrass. Call 753-7827
2649.
Sold in field on pallets. 28.
Mobile
Homes
Spacious
3 bedroom house
506 a yard. Louisville, KY
for
rent.
quiet subdivi(502)239-8515.
For Rent sion, nearIn shopping
cen16. Home
Two bedroom furnished ters. 2 car garage, central
mobile home. For more air, electric heat, fenced in
Furnishings information,
call Coleman backyard. Available Aug.
Brass glass top coffee table, Real Estate. 753-9898.
20th. $350 per mo. Call
$100. 7 piece dinette set,
753-9436 after 5 p.m.
Trailer
lot
for
rent,
per
$40
$100. Both used 2 months.
month.
Call
759-1253 after Two Bedroom home, $300
Call 753-8498.
5 p.m.
per month, $200 security
Good used refrigerator. 22
deposit,
references. Call
Two
bedroom
trailer near
Cu. ft. Gold, side by side.
753-8987.
Murray,
no
pets.
Call
Call 489-2839 after 6 pm.
489-2611.
35. Farms For Rent
Wallpaper Close-Out. Over
Two
bedroom
house,
unThree bedroom brick, two
3000 rolls in stock
Prepasted-strippable- Ournished, 12 miles west. baths, formal living and
scrubbable. Values to $150 per momth, Coleman dining room. Den with
fireplace. Central heat and
$13.95, single roll. Now Real Estate, 753-9898.
air, Double garage with
$4.99 single roll. The 29. Heating-Cooling
Sherwin Williams Company. We repair and clean outbuilding. House has over
2000 sq ft is in excellent
Washer and dryer, Ken- air-conditioners. We also condition and location.
more, 2 years old. Excellent buy used- air-conditioners. Long term lease. Available
condition, $400. Call 753- Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
August 15th. Call Strout
8076.
30. Business Rental Realty, 753-0186.

INTEREST
FREE

COLOR TV

CLAYTON'S

.9

L

19. Farm

36. For Rent Or
For Lease

Equipment
1965 Massey Ferguson
diesel tractor. Recently
overhauled. $5300. 3957791.
1977, U30 John Deere
tractor with cab, extra good
condition. 489-2308 or
489-2101.
I do custom combiningcorn or beans. Call 4354429, Terrell Tidwell. Also,
for sale, an Auger wagon.
Toluca Sticks Call 1-3452861

20. Sports Equipment
The Ptstol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Stare, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.
Universal .30 cal M-1
carbine, and .22 LR/.22
mag Revolver. 753-8121.

22. Musical
Old upright piano, $300
753-0521
ANOS-ORGANS
Tear complete
Keyboard I .
Salloiltowtels
litoic Lessons

CLAYTONS
753-7575

For Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
apartments. Central heat/air, carpets. Man and wife,
or lady teacher Call
492-8850, or 753-8067.

31. Want To Rent

43. Real Estate

Wanted-Unfurnished house
or apartment to rent in East
Hem. School district. Need
by August 15th. Call
753-7374.

1

32. Apts. For Rent

SPORTING
GOODS
BUSINESS - No. 304.
1651200 lot is on U.S.
Frighway, Vs mile to town
center. 12 miles to lake. 1100
sq. ft building is of trick
construction and has paneling. In prime beam= area,
near shopping center, other
retail stores. Building has
area for doctors' offices and
other space for lease
$275,001 and it's yours.
Owner ftrancing available
with $50,000 down.

1-2 Bedroom apt. Furnished. washer/dryer.
Lease and deposit required.
104 Williams Ave. 7531437, or 753-7908.
1 Bedroom furnisher+ -,,artSTROUT REALTY
ment $125 pe;,snionti No
sw 1... Kenos Broker
pets, d2•01.• required,
1.412 Coldwater Ka.
clerse OMSU. Gail 753753-0186(Anytime)
6501._
2 Bdrm. seat furnrri,,d or
Ponies'& Therm=
unturn. New car t Adults, lies.m.
lossirancs &
no pet
d deposit
Real Estate
reoli•ic
I 753-9208 at
Ssoribsido Cowl Sq.
4p
Murray,Kontrimby
752-44.91
Rirs loss*
•

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
3 hokosie rob Iwo
8165.N
Nor
IkappW soll. Indy cm
*Wad mobil lost md Os,
most Idldsm
Me Ma Wel HI
1111111m----Li
Mast.Ilt.
3112-90-881
Omirbils

irable location for
her home or office.
a have a 4 bedroom
near 12th and
ycamore. Gas heat
central air conitioning. Priced to
Jobe C.
Ilsobwoor
Rod Estate
1111tronsiii
$3-0181 7331

43-.Real Estate
Hemmed In? The ope
spaciousness of this on
floor plan makes the kit
chen, dining area, and II
ing room practically on
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing Add 1 and
h baths. This home has an
assumable loan., priced in
he low 40's. Call 1531492 .Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

Otrie
, 21.
LONETTA JOBS,

REALTORS*

1200 *cantor,
kluiray. KeMucty 42971
(502) 753-1492

Beat Inflation
Save Taxes
Buy this income property
one block from MSU, large
house with 2 apts. and 4
sleeping rooms, income
$540 per mo. Selling price
$45,000. Owner may consider financing. Call 7539341
Appraiseb - Counciltag - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-11194

agnio
753-1222
HOFTleS FOR ILIVII1G

YESTERDAY'S
CHARM
writs TODAY'S
CONVENIENCES
A lovely well-kept
older home on a corner lot. House has 3
bedrooms, formal
dining room,sun porch,2 baths and a full
basement. Large living room with
fireplace and g
logs. Modern kitchen. All this plus
nice two bedroom
garge apartment on
the back of the lot for
potential income to
help fight inflation.
Mid PO's. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty.
NEAR
UNIVERSITY
Very attractive brick
home on quiet street
near the University.
New heat pump
heating and cooling
system, fireplace in
den. Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offered in
the $40's. Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.

4371-4TiW
/
753-1222
JUST CO i. P TED
And ready for a new
Three
owner.
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths. very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and two
car garage. Located
in new development
to
adjacent
Gatesborough. Immediate posaession
and priced in the
160's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,for
all the information.
NEW LISTINGCANTERBURY
Neat and attractive 4
bedroom, 21
/
2 bath
home with den,living
room and formal dining room. Tastefully
decorated home and
beautifully landraped lawn. Garage
converted
to
gameroom. Attractive assumable loan.
Offered in mid $70's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.

47. Motorcycles

49. Used Cars

53 Semmes Offered 53. Services Offered

1979 Honda CR 250 R
Metzeller front tire, gas-oil,
piggy back shocks new
clutch plates $500 Trailer
also $850 for all
328-8072
350 Honda $395 firm.
759-4519 or 759-4498 '
One 1976 90 cc Kawasaki
dirt/street, excellent condition. Only 850 miles, $375.
Can be seen at Murray
Sport & Marine. 753-7400
or after 6 767-4455.

1973 Volkswagen Super
Beetle, formula V model,
radial tires $1500 1594111 after 5 p.m

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed,
patio awnings and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 75318/3 Jack
Glover

48.Auto. Services
KEY
ARM PARTS
5135.1651,
Ilberrey, Reolosky

Batteries, tires,
wheel ewers, wee
ocesaaseles. 24 hew
tearhas. Also • caw
plate Ins of woad
aim parts.
753-55110

49. Used Cars

197$ Comore, also
cognition, roes groat
AM rodis, power
:tearing, power
brakes, Mr, oatoissatic
305 V$, 24 piss mpg.
biglivisy, 17 city, now
tiros, now brakes,
wogs. $4200.00 or
Bargain of the Week! Older best reasamile offer.
2 bedroom home on nice
residential street. House 753-4094.
needs some repair. Priced •
to sell in teens. Lot size,
85x340'. For more informa- 19,62 Corvette, immaculate
throughout.
tion, call Purdom & vert City, KY, $12,000. Cal395-7791.
Thurman Real Estate,
753-4451 or Susie Wells, 1972 Pontiac, one owner,
753-1585 or Geneva Giles, exceptionally clean. 7531537.
753-6557.

Building lot, 1 1/7
acres. Reduced f
quick sale.
leaving town.
Skeet Waldrop
1.0 Estate
Uncle Jeffs
Castor
755.1701

1976 Trionipk Spitfire
Corrodible
PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1406 W. Alai
753-5315

1974 Dodge Challenger,
needs
motor. $700. 753BARGAINS
8121.
Lake front cottage.
1975
Olds
Cutlass
Four rooms and bath.
Supreme. Power steering,
Located on main lake,
brakes, and air. Factory
deep water.
map, AM/FM 8 track with
Also
power booster. Baby blue
Three bedroom home,
with 4 vinyl top. $1900.
Call 753-8076.
carport and garage
located 10 miles
1975. Vega automatic. Cold
west, with or without
air, good condition,
AM/FM, CB. $1150. Tool
acreage.'Make Offer.
box for small truck, $30.
153-ISIS
Call 489-2595.
•
1978 Mustang V-6, 4
P! 1t I
speed, p.s., a.c., AM/FM
PICIPIERni MANAGEMENT
cassette. 753-0235- or
753-9333 after 6 p.m Ask
44. Lots For Sale
for Jim.
.
Beautiful lot, Anderson 1979 Ford LTD wagon. Call
Shores. Corner of Cross W53-0123.
Spann and Cindy Dr.
$1700. 502-886-6358.

Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath Bel
Air mobile home, 14)00,
located in Senic Acres
Subdivision. Three-fourths
acre lot, just off Hwy. 280.
Has city water; furnished,
including
appliances.
Ready to move into.
$13,700. Call Spann Realty 45. Farms For Sale
If country living is your
Assoc. 753-7724.
pleasure, come and take a
look at this. Priced at Only
$31,915, this 2 bedroom
home is on 6 acres, with a
2 bedroom unfinished
apartment, 24 x 24 stable
with loft, smoke house,
pump house and several
MARCH RIGHT IN
sheds. All with concrete
Just the right size floors and electricity.
Call
and priced to sell. Spann Realty Associates,
This lovely 3 753-7724.
bedroom, 2 bath
home is well located
46. Homes For Sale
in a quiet str,- near
4 Bedroom, 2 baths, energy
MurrayHip
ol.
efficient heat pump One
There .s
livblock from University.
ing r
.d den
153-5791. 759-1074, 153wi
lace. Also
2649.
a lar wooded deck
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
and -a-fenced-in
BY with 1400 plus sq. ft.
backyard, just right
living area, fully carpeted, 3
for summer sun and
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
fun. Priced at
and family room combina$58,500. Phone 753tion, living room, utility,
1222, Kopperud Realone large bath, lots of
ty for Real Service in
storage. Low 840's. Call
real Estate.
753-9818 Must see to
appreciate.
HOUSE AND BO
ACRES
Duplex, one block Univers, Just listed, this atity, $45,000 with $5000
tractive remodeled 3 down Balance $310.12
bedroom home and
month, or $40,000 cash.
110 acres located 13 Buy one unit for $22.500
miles northwest of
with $2500 down. Balance
Murray. Land, in- $155.06 month. 753-5791,
cludes several acres • 759-1074, 1S3-2649. of good timber and
For sale by owner, six room
approximately 30
brick house 2 bedrooms,
acres tendable. Ofgarage, on corner lot,
fered at only 162,500
78x187' In quiet rethrough Kopperud
sidential neighborhood.
Realty,911 M.
Walking distance to shopping center Call 753-1276.

1979 Pinto Pony, very good
condition, $3100. Call
153-0331 after 4:00.
78 Pinto. Good condition.
$2900. 753-7981.
For sale by owner, 1979
Chrysler LeBaron. A.C., p.s.,
p.b., 28,000 miles. $3975.
759-4599.
SO. Used Trucks
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
Trucks Many sell under
$200 Call 312-742-1143
Ext. 2641 for info, on how
to purchase.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
18' Mark Twain boat, 165
hp., inboard motor with
180 hours of use. Days,
753-6395. After 4, 7536608.
1978, 16% ft. Checkmate
boat. 159 hp Mercury
engine, boat cover. Super
nice. Also, Dune Buggy with
new motor. Call 753-7627.
23' all aluminum pontoon,
Riviera Cruiser. 50 hp
Evinrude motor, excellent
shape. $3000. 436-5364.

53. Services Offered
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover. 1531873.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpentry, concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding, things
around the home. Free
estimates! No job too small.
Call days 474-2359, 4742276 evenings. On
weekends, 474-2276.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios.
Calf 753-6973. Free
estimates! No job too
small! On weekends. call
474-2276.
K & K Stump'itemoral. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.

APPLIANCE SERVICE:
Kenmore,
Whirlpool,
Westinghouse. Experienced
independent service. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872.
Au-conditioning and Well
Pump Repair. Electrical
Work, New or Repair. Call
753-9856 or after 5 P.M.
753-8526.
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric, call 753-9104.
Air-conditioners, dryers,
washers, and freezers
repaired. Call 759-1322.
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned
from your driveway. Industrial, residential, or
commercial, 24 hour service. Call 753-5933.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 153-2310.
Concrete and block, brick
work Basements, driveways, storm cellars, porches. 20 years experience.
753.-5476.
Dale Spenser's portable
sand blasting and painting.
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.
Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair. Bob's
Refrigeration Service,
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING. 24 hour service.
also instalation of septic
tanks and backhoe work.
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348.
Aluminum Service-ro:
aluminum and vinylsiding, custom trim.
work. References. Call
Will Ed Bailey, 7530689.

'

MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing,
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
IWO-ft Silogles
elersocee. AU,work

'rn

Johnson's Electric Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203
Carpet Cleaning. Clean,
odor free carpet; looks
better and lasts longer
Don't settle for surface
cleaning. Insist on steam
cleaning and get all the
dirt Call Jeffs Carpet
Cleaning Experienced, reliable 753-9826
Need work on your trees?
Topping pruning, shaping
complete removal and
more Call BOVErS TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536
Now open! Doug Jones
Electric, Airport Rd. Residential work. Guaranteed,
free estimates. Call 1539555.
Painting and Decorating
Interior and Exterior, 10
years experience. I take the
time to do the job right
Call 759-1692.
Professional paperhanging,
painting, farm buildings,
top, sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
P & D Lawn Service.
Mowing, small tree and
hedge trimming. Free
Estimates. 436-2997.
Small block brick and stone
laying jobs. Also concrete
finishing, some carpenter
work 30 years experience.
759-1920.
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work New or repair.
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
753-9226 for free estimate.
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guaranteed. Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
or call day or night,
1-442-7026.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. 753-4656.
Yard Mowing. Most city lots
$6.00. Also weeding. Call
753-3058 before 9 am.
759-1675 after 2 p.m.

56. Free Column
Black female kitten, long
hair, 4 months old
753-3994

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. Across from Cooriarowity Carter/
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685

759-111.53

For Appointment

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

911

Poison
Control
753-7588

CUSTOM WOOOWORA7NG
1212a,.Mower. Kr.. 253-60ell

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
AR Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair

I

Night
192 8983
Day
753 1150

Police
911

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aboimine oW row
skin, Casts. trim
work. Roforootos.
Call Will Ed Booby,
753-0689.

Neetieq used Air Cooelittoosog Soles; Soles
rowl Service. Moslem
Sheet Metal it Service
Deportatenti,

Loyd A. McClere

Murray-Calloway
Montle:pita'

753-5131
Calloway Comity

Rescue Squad

153-6952

r&D
Landscaping

GENERAL
Rolm Col

Lot Pro hissianols
msnitars year lawn.
• Commercial sad
Residestiot leaharping mid laws
moiotommco.
1411.iireZl
e-

Taxi Cab
Service

;7
1"
A.. Frwo
irtioolos.

753-5351
or 753-5352

436-2333

NOME

Compaq

7 Days A Week

phone

REPAIR
15 'years eepesloese; warpsider_i_comwele,
Nip
mead be hone. lb lei
Ise wedl tees esshreeovell

ab.,

474-2359
Days
474-2276
NON

.
-- asa W .
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Puryear Man
Killed After
_ Being Hit By Car

Fr'

A Puryear, Tenn., man
was killed late Saturday
night as he reportedly stepped into the path of a southbound vehicle on U.S. 641,
one mile north of Puryear.
According to Tennessee
State Police reports,
Thomas Charnness, 48, was
killed at the scene at 11:55
p.m.
Driver of the vehicle was
Barry J. Brogden, 27, Paris,
the reports said. Brogden
reportedly said that by the
time he saw Charmless, he
did not have time to pull out
of his Charmless's) path.
No charges have been filed
against Brogden, the reports
said.
Chamness was an
employee of the Avery
Lumber Co., in Puryear

Parks

ment. The fee was to have taken effect
July 1.

the board last fall for use during football season. The finance committee
will evaluate the proposal and report
The board will exempt any district, to the board.
Board members voted to install
regional or state competition held in
three street lights at the park's rear
Murray from facility usage fees.
parking lot area before the lot is
Parks board chairman Bettye
doubleseal
ed later this year. Parks
Baker said that softball association
members will be invited to attend the director Gary Hohman said the lights
will assure additional security for
board's September meeting.
vehicles and safety for patrons of the
In other business, E. L -Red" pool and the Murray-Calloway
County
Howe Jr., parks board member, Community Theatre productions
.
presented a proposal from Calloway
Program committee members will
Schools Superintendent Jack Rose to report in September after
meeting
purchase the park's mobile conces- with archery enthusiasts
interested in
sion trailer.
the addition of an archery range near
The system rented the trailer from the rear parking lot of the park.

About 20 teams participate in a
men's tournament using one to three
ballfields, and about 12 teams use one
to two balifields in women's tourney
competition.
A $75 fee per weekend for field
preparation and lights was decided on
REUNION SLATED - The 1971 class of Calloway County High School will hold
its 10-year reunion at 6:30 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 15, at the Jaycee Civic Center. A
planning committee, including (from left) Bonita Hale, Barbara Brittain, Debbie
Dodd, Reta Gray, Debbie Fancy and Judy Scruggs, met to organize activities.
For
more information about the reunion, contact Marlene Waldrop at 753-3
384 or
Debbie Farley at 753-0035.

No Frills' Food Business,
Generic Sales Are Booming
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The no-frills food business
is booming.
Sales of generic products
almost tripled in the last
year.
The number of warehouse
and limited assortment
stores is up by nearly 50 percent.
And established supermarket chains which scoffed

at the bare-bones shopping
style as a passing fad are
joining the trend to simplicity.
The no-frills stores are
even putting some of the
frills back in, becoming what
one industry analyst calls
"hybrids."
It all started about five
years ago with the generic
products. Plain- white
packages. Tissues without
the scent. Canned fruits and
vegetables of a lower grade
than the brand-name items.
Nutritionally equal, but
uneven in quality. The "no
name" products cost up to 30
percent less than their
better-known counterparts.
Timothy J. Murphy, a
market analyst at Willard
Bishop
Consulting
Economists of Barrington,
Ill., said the percentage of
stores offering generics
climbed from 1 percent in
October 1977 to 51 percent in
October 1980. According to
Selling-Areas Marketing
Inc., a market research
company, generic sales hit a
level of $1.15 billion annually
as of April 3, up from $452
million a year earlier.
Limited assortment stores
followed the generic products. No fancy fixtures, no
piped-in music, no meat or
produce departments. Only
a few hundred items instead

Bo

ill b•••(Continued From Page 1)

and Nagasaki in Japan in World War
The Soviet Union "will have to give
such a response to the challenge that
will be demanded by the security interests of the Soviet people and their
allies," Tass said.
The State Department said none of
the -enhanced radiation weapons"
will be deployed outside the United
States "at this time," and presidential
counselor Edwin Meese III said just
having them should deter Soviet
agression and encourage arms control.
"There's less chance of having to
deploy them if we go ahead on a planned schedule...stockpiling them in
this country, indicating that we have
them available," Meese told a Cable
News Network interviewer Sunday.
"This shows...an American resolve
to proceed with the improvement of
our defense capability. And I think
that's the best deterrent to a potential
aggressor making necessary the
ultimate deployment of these
weapons in Europe."
Meese declined to say how long
deployment would take but predicted
that European allies "would Wanly
too happy to have this additional
weapon in the arsenal" in a crisis.
Former President Carter won allied
agreement in 1977 to deploy the

warheads in Europe and then
reversed himself, ordering production
of components but prohibiting actual
assembly.
Deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes insisted Sunday that Reagan's action was not a
reversal of Carter's policy, "just a
logical add-on."
"Where we differ is Carter had
made a decision to manufacture and
not assemble and now we are
assembling," Speakes told reporters
in California, where Reagan is vacationing.
Meese told CBS News that the only
incentive the Soviets have for arms
limitation talks is "to limit our armament" because "they know we have a
resolve to build up our defense
capability."
"This...should lead to a real series
of realistic talks which hopefully will
result not only in arms limitation but
arms reduction," he added.
Some opponents of the neutron
warheads have expressed concern
about the prospect of complicating upcoming talks on nuclear arms in
Europe.
Facing a growing number of Soviet
missiles in western Russia capable of
reaching any target in Europe with
nuclear warheads of the ordinary
kind,the NATO allies agreed in 1979 to

of the usual thousands.
Boxes and cans displayed in
shipping cartons instead of
neatly arranged on shelves.
Bring your own paper bags
and pack them yourself.
Prices 15 percent to 20 percent lower than conventional
groceries.
Then came the warehouse
operations. Like the limited
assortment stores, they
eliminated many of the little
extras found in supermarkets. But they carried a
more ccmplete range of prov_
Federal-State lOarket News Service
August 10.1981
ducts. Vac didn't have to go
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
to more than one place to
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 901 Est. 500 Barrows &
finish your shopping.
Gilts .50-.75 lower Sows over 500 lbs.
Murphy says there are
.50-1.00 lower, under 500 lbs .50-1 00
higher
between, 2,100 and 2,250
661.00-51.50
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
limited assortment and
$50.50-51.00
US 1-2 200-2/fr1bs.
$50.5651.00
US 2 210-250 lbs
warehouse stores across the
US 2-3 250-270 lbs
.849.50-50.60
country today, up from 1,500
Sows .
140.00-41.00
US 1-2270-350 lbs.
last summer. Conventional
$40.50-42.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
chains like A&P have opened
142.00-44.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
US 1-3 500-650 lbs $42.00-46 00few 47 00
their own warehouse outlets.
140.00-41 00
US 2-3300-500 lbs
Murphy said many of the
Boars 3050-3400
newer warehouse stores are
including some of the trimmings the pioneers boasted
LOS ANGELES ( AP) that I learned of the death of
about cutting out. They pro- The chairman
of Continental
vide paper bags, for exam- Airlines, an embattled Al Feldman," said Frank
Lorenzo, president of Texas
ple. Some have employees to organization
desperately Air
Corp., the parent comcarry your groceries to your fighting takeover
by Texas pany of
Texas International.
car. They have departments International
Airlines, ap- "Mr.
Feldman was a man of
like delicatessens and parently committed
suicide, great
honor and integrity
bakeries.
Los International Airport
and a major figure in our in"It's a hybrid between a spokesman John
Smith said.
dustry."
conventional supermarket
The body of A.L. Feldman,
Feldman presided at a
and a true warehouse," Mur- Continental's
chairman and May
"Continuous Family Service Since 1886meeting where a bid by
phy said. He said that so far, chief executive
officer, was
Texas International Airlines
at least, the hybrids are try- found Sunday
night in the exto take over Continental was
ing to keep from raising ecutive suite
of his airport
rejected in favor of a plan
prices as they add services. office, said
Smith, the direcJ.H. Churchill, Ronald Churchill, and now, grandson,
that allows employees to
Whether they are successful tor of airport
operations.
Tommy Walker have provided a total of 95 years of
purchase the airline by
will depend on whether they Feldman was 53.
family service. This allows the J.H. Churchill Funeral
foregoing $180 million in pay
can build up enough volume
Smith said a gun was
Home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
The Murray High School to make up for their lower found in Feldman's suite and raises.
time of need.
Texas International Senior
Band Boosters will hold a markups.
that the Continental exVice President Phil Bakes,
On a national basis, Mur- ecutive apparently had
rummage sale from 8 a.m. to
shot
6 p.m. Thursday and Friday, phy said, no-frills stores ac- himself. His body was found whose airline had already
purchased a large block of
Aug. 13 and 14, at the Murray count for 4 percent to 5 per- shortly before 8 p.m.
Continental stock, came to
cent of food stores sales, or
Middle School.
City Police Department
Proceeds will go to band about $20 billion a year. In Detective Gary Guthrie said, the Denver meeting to attempt to block the employee201 S. 3rd
some areas, the unconven- ."We have a telephoned
Timm Wollter4wser
753.2411
activities.
conThe Murray band truck tional outlets have an even firmation that an A.L. purchase plan.
But Feldman ruled Bakes'
will be at the middle school bigger share of the market,'.1Feldman has been shot." Inmotion out of order, to the
from noon to 7 p.m. Wednes- he said. In Milwaukee, for vestigators
were
KEEP THAT GREAT
day to take donations. All example, nearly 20 percent unavailable for further com- cheers of a crowd of 1,200
GM FEELING WITH
who packed the ballroom of
of food store sales are rung ment early today.
items are welcomed.
GENUINE GM PARTS.
the Brown Palace Hotel,
For home pickup, dail 753- up at no-frills registers; they
Although
Feldman
Texas
have almost that big a share reportedly
International's
E406 or 759-1889.
met Sunday with
takeover bid came after Conof the Kansas City, Mo., and other Continental
officials to
Minneapolis-St.
Paul map out strategy in what tinental posted a $27 million
Prices of stock of local interest at
loss in 1980, partly because
markets.
11 a.m., CDT, today, furnished to the
was shaping up as a losing
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
of a long strike by flight atfight
against
the Texas InCorp., of Murray,are as follows
tendants.
ternational takeover, his
Industrial Average
. ....-0.57
Statistics show that more
He is survived by three
death appeared unrelated to
Air Products
39% -4 people die in motor-vehicle
children, David, 25; John,
those
events.
American Motors
3% +14 accident
s and from
Ashland
39 +14
"I understand-this is not 23; and Susan, 20, and two
Amencan Telephone
67% At homicides on Saturdays than
official
- that he left three brothers, Herbert and Lester
Chrysler
5% -% on any other
day of the week, suicide
Ford Motor
20% AN
1980 Citation
notes," Smith said. Feldman.
G.A F
14 unc according to the American
"They basically stated that
General Dynamic
27% -% Council
4 Door, brown, light brown interior, power steering,
of Life Insurance.
General Motors
0
311 -'4
he lost his wife recently and
power brakes, air conditioned, AM-FM radio. Rally
General Tire
36 one The nation's motorvehicle
had the intimation that life
Goodrich
23%
-k4
wheels 13xxx Mks.
fatalities average about 205
Goodyear
19% +%
wasn't worth living."
Gulf Oil
it% +Ili on Saturdays, compared
$6,277.00
Smith said a gun was
Heublien
29%
+%
.
with an average of 116
1.B.Pil
571'. +L-.
found in Feldman's exJerico
24%Fl 25A deaths each on Mondays and
Dwells Taylor Chevrolet
ecutive suite. He did not
K-mart
21% +%
Tuesdays, considered the
Kuhn's
Big
K
2,4 uric
753-2617
641 South, Murray
know who found Feldman's
Penwalt
28 une 'safe' days of the week. ;
body.
Quaker Oats
33% -Li
Homicides average about 79
One Group
Texaco
36% +'.
A Continental spokesman
U.S Tobacco
46k4 um- on Saturdays, compared to
said Feldman's wife died one
Wendy's
16~ uric
47 each on Tuesdays and
year ago.
CM.'Fund
17 81 Wednesdays.
"It was with great sadness
Oro

Hog Market

95 Years Of Service

llimimmoinummillalraell.11118iMmismilin

in July as a temporary solution until a
d@rmanent agreement could be reached.

Members of the softball association
and the Gamma Gamma chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority protested the
fee assessment at the board's July
meeting. The representatives said
that area teams will not participate in
Murray tournaments because of the
additional fee.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP ) -USDA -Cattle 2300; slaughter steers 1.00-2.00
lower; heifers 1.00-3.00 lower.
slaughter cows and bulls steady.
slaughter calves and vealers steady.
feeders steady
Slaughter steers choice 960-1150 lb
65.00-67 80; 1145-1575 holsteins 60.81)62.90; mixed good and choice 8561100
lb 62.00-65.06 good 8361270 lb 57 0062.00,940-1100 lb 48.75-54.70;
Slaughter heifers choice 825-950 lb
61 00-63 25; mixed good and choice 786
1000 lb 57.7041.00; good 800-1000 lb
5400-6750:
Slaughter cows utility 42.00-46.00.
high dressing 48.25; cutter 38.50-42.00;
canner and cutter under SOO lb 35 0039.00.
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1040-15211 lb 51.0053.25.
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
200-300 lb vealers 59.00-62.00. good
54.5659.00. choice 300450 lb calves
52.00-56.75, good 50.00-52.00; feeder
steers 300-500 lb 62.00-67.25; 600-660 lb
. 62.75-64_00. 925 lb 57.25; 525-600 lb
60.25-61.50; 300-500 lb 56.00-63.00; 500775 lb 52.00-61.00; hoLsteins 500-645 lb
43.5652.00. 985 ib 45.00-45.50, bulls 3.10500 lb 50.00-58.00; 500450 lb 47.00-52.25.
heifers 300-500 lb 53.00-56 75. 650-710 lb
55.00-55.50: 300-500 lb 45.00-53.013; 500600 lb 45.06-52 00;
Hogs 1000. barrows and gilts 50-75
lower; l-2 210-260 lb 51.60-51.95. 200-260
lb 51 00-51.60, 2-3215-235 lb 50.50-51.00;
235-280 lb 50.00-50.50; 290 lb 49.75; 206275 lp 49.00-4925: sows 1.50-2.00
higher, 1-2 300-400 lb 42.00-43.00; 400450 1b43.00-44.50: 450-500 lb 44.5045.50,
500-590 lb 45.50-46_70: 425-560 lb 38.1041 75; utility 290-365 lb 34.00-37.00;
boars over 300 W38.00-38.75; under 300
, lb 34.75-35.60:
Sheep 15; steady, choice and prime
slaughter Iambs 85 lb wooled 55.00.

Board...(Continued From Page

accept 572 U.S. cruise and Pershing
missiles. But the acceptance was conditioned on the United States' opening
talks with the Soviets on reducing
theater nuclear weapons.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. is scheduled to meet Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko in
New York next month to lay the
groundwork for those talks. Haig
reportedly opposed the neutron decision on the grounds that it would make
it harder to place the cruise and Pershing missiles in Europa!, where the
anti-nuclear movement has prompted
some governments to delay or deny
acceptance of the missiles.
In Frankfurt, West Germany, on
Sunday, 30 demonstrators were arrested when they tried to fight their
way into a U.S. Army installation.
The West German government called the neutron decision "an American
matter," and the British government
had a similar reaction.
Denmark and The Netherlands,
both in NATO, voiced opposition, as
did neutral Sweden.
In Britain, Michael Foot, leader of
the opposition Labor Party, said,
"Orle of the most dangerous and
nauseating features of the neutron
bomb is that it lowers the nuclear
threshold and could lead Us further
towards the maniacal idea of a form
of so-called limited nuclear warfare."

Continental Airlines
Head Commits Suicide

Band Boosters
To Hold
Rummage Sale

eistoon
hilt-I. Model
EIG11 •
• Energy Sor.sg Wash
• RInse & Hold
• Heats Water 50 150
• 5 yr Landed
Warranty on Motor
• M yr Lunded
Warranty on
DOOf & Tub
• Self CleanIng Eater

ONLY

$498

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Nome

Stock Market

LIMITED TIME OFFER
Free normal replacement when you buy a
new KitchenAid Dishwasher.
Replacement of existing 24- dishwasher
with a KitchenA id within Ag-e's normal
installation area.
••••.•1116

Great Savings In
Boy's Dept. Too!

CORN-AUSTIN 1ST BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
sizes
Button Down

oUor

Sport Shirts 514.95
lzod Shirts S16.95
All Levis Basic Jeans
Boot Cut, Straight BOIL Big Bell S14.95

Young Men's Fashions

Rots To

Sites 4

Onr•

M

Topside All Styles

Kennington Knits 514.95

Shoes 528.95
Short Sleeve Kennington

Jeans S12.00

$995

Kennington Knits
croup
Sweaters

Knits 511.95

One Large Group

$395

Shirts
r•rc up (ctlo^

Casuals

Plaids &

Solids

AP Rays

Knits $5.95

Designer Jeans S16.95

JEANS

2Q 0o

THIS GREAT SALE STARTS 9:00 TOMORROW MORNING UPSTAIRS
cr,v 4Itr On Soh
rations

Itrnis

Jeans

CORN-AUSTIN

$495

